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Stellingen

1. De Phase-Space Decomposition benadering, momenteel de standaard

methode om transportgrootheden in gedegenereerde systemen te berekenen,

geeft voor zeer zachte interacties al in laagste orde verkeerde uitkomsten.

A.A. Abrikosov and l.M. Khalatnikov, Rep. Prog. Phys. 22 (19S9) 329.

2. In relativistische plasma's worden de niet-evenwichts verschijnselen

gedomineerd door transversale foton interacties (magnetische effecten).

3. De effectieve interactie interactie tussen electronen, zoals gekozen door

Flowers en Itoh om de electron bijdrage aan de transport coëfficiënten in

verdichte sterren te berekenen, is niet correct.

E. Flowers and N. lloh, Asuuphysical Journal 206 (1976) 218

4. De bij de klasse distributie functies n( £, |i, T; r|) = | exp((£-p.)/T) - r) |"'

(T|€ (i), met als bekendste representanten die met T) - 1,0,-1 , behorende

ideale gasdruk wordt gegeven door

p=-{(2n)-3Tri-1 fd3k iog(l-Tiexp((Ek-|i)/T) + (Ti«-»rf *)} -(M<- H)-

Voor T| = ± exp( i§ ) , met \ty\ « 1, beschrijft dit een systeem van

quasi-bosonen / fermionen met levensduur t = | ti / <J>T |.

5. Het bestaan van een transversaal plasmon effect in gluon plasma's kan

eenvoudig worden aangetoond met behulp van het Wignerfunctie

formalisme.



6. De schalingsfactor van Feigenbaum ö(B), voor periode-verdubbelende

bifurcaties in de twee-dimensionale Hénon afbeelding met jacobiaan

Be (0,1], vertoont een dip.

J P. vaii der Weele, H.W. Capel and Ch.J. Calkoen, Phys. Leu. 11 IA (1985) S

7. Een neutrinoster met een ultra-relativistische kern en een temperatuur T l )

heelt een straal R = 6.6 h c ' ' ( re ft c / 3G ) " ^ m v en een massa M = 10/JI

( i t h c / 3G ) ^ 2 m v , waarbij m v de neutrino massa is. De grootheden K

en M zijn vrijwel onafhankelijk van de centrale druk. Voor het geval mv= 3u

eV geeft dit: R = 2 1 0 1 9 m ( = 2000 lichtjaar) en M = 5 I 0 4 6 kg ( = 105

melkwegstelscls).

8. Ter privatisering van de bestrijding van do kleine criminaliteit kan ecu

systeem van jachtvergunningen in overweging genomen worden. Dit horn.li

in dat de burger een licentie kan aanschaffen, die hem het recht geeft zijn

favoriete overtreding (foutparkeren, zwartrijden e.d.) te verbaliseren.

Details, zoals de bewijslast en de verdeling van de buit, dienen nader

uitgewerkt Ie worden.
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Introduction

The contents of this thesis can be separated into two distinct parts. The first part, also my first
introduction to the field of kinetic theory, has come about under the supervision of prof. dr. S.R. de
Groot. It deals with the transport coefficients, in particular with (he volume viscosity, of neutrino
gasses, whereby we assume that the neutrinos possess a finite mass.

Since 1980, when the first experimental indications for a non-zero neutrino mass were reported,
various methods to measure this mass were deviced. Laboratory experiments still suffer from poor
accuracy due to the smallness of the mass of the neutrino and the weakness of its interaction. The
experimental data give conflicting results,buthint at a non-zero mass.

In the field of cosmology the idea of massive neutrinos also attracted much attention. The inclusion
of massive neutrinos in big-bang models as an important gravity source has given a better
understanding of large scale structures in the universe. Conversely the actual cosmological data then
yield bounds on the neutrino mass. All these data indicate a neutrino mass in the range of 10 -100 eV,
which coinsides with most laboratory results. The existence of very heavy neutrinos ( with masses ~
100 MeV), which have been proposed, is neither excluded nor confirmed.

In our work we suggest yet another, statistical way to estimate the neutrino mass. Herefore we use
the fact that massive neutrinos possess a non-zero volume viscosity, calculated for a pure
non-degenerate neutrino gas in chapter II, in contrast with massless neutrinos. Incorporated in a big
bang model this effect describes a friction to which the expanding neutrinos are submitted. This may
have observable consequences for the present neutrino distribution and the large scale structures in the
universe and thus yield bounds for the neutrino mass. In order to find a volume viscosity, which is
relevant for the neutrino mass, the neutrino gas must be very pure. In a mixture the interactions with
other particles (for instance electrons, see chapter III) dominate. For completeness we consider in
chapter IV the case in which the neutrinos are degenerate.

The subject of the second part of this thesis, written in collaboration with dr. Ch.G. van Wcert, is
the kinetic theory of quantum systems. As in classical Boltzmann theory the aim is to find the non-
equilibrium properties of the system on the basis of a microscopic analysis in terms of the constituent
particles. The essential quantities in kinetic theory for a variational calculation of transport coefficients
are the collision brackets. These objects are the matrix elements of the linearized collision operator,
which contain all the details of the interaction between the particles. Collision brackets are intricate
entities, containing a twelvefold integral over the momenta of the colliding particles. Jn quantum
systems the expression is complicated by the fact that the distribution functions of the particles have
the Fermi-Dirac or the Bose-Einstein form. Furthermore blocking or enhancing factors for the
final-state occupation of the scattered particles are required. The evaluation of the collision brackets is
the central theme of the capters V-IX.

In chapter V we develope a new scheme to reduce a collision bracket to a fivefold integration. This
method, which is valid for all types of statistics, uses the energy-momentum transfer in collisions as
basic variables. The formalism is written down in a relativistic notation, from which the
non-relativistic limit can easily be found. An interesting feature of our scheme is the explicit
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appearance in the expression for the collision bracket of virtual bosons, controlled by ordinary Bose-
Einstein distibution functions. These bosons can directly be related to the bosons.which intermediate
the interaction in a diagrammatic field-theoretical approach.

In chapter VI we show the effectiveness of the reduction method in some physically interesting
examples. Applying it to systems in the Landau, degenerate Fermi and Lorentz limit, we recover
known results and find some relativistical or quantummechanical generalizations.

In non-relativistic quantum fluids the particles are generally strongly-interacting, so that ordinary
kinetic theory, in which the particles are essentially free, is not directly applicable. In such cases
Landau Fermi-liquid theory, using a quasiparticle concept, proved to be very succesful. The price we
pay in Landau theory is a much more complicated dispersion relation for the quasiparticles. In chapter
VII we show that our reduction method still can cope with this case.

The most important application of Landau Fermi-liquid theory is the fermionic phase of liquid
helium ( % e ) . We consider the thermal conductivity of this system in chapter VII and VIII. In chapter
VII we are concerned with the theoretical aspects: the models for the effective interaction, the typical
collisions integrals and the validity of the approximations involved. We find for a large class of
effective interactions, in which we assume that the liquid is almost ferromagnetic, that the thermal
conductivity as a function of the temperature and the pressure can be parametrized by a single reduced
temperature. The scaling property, which is implied hereby, is verified with the help of actual
measurements in chapter VM, in which we deal with experimental facets. Here we fit the one free
(Landau) parameter in our model for the effective interaction with experimental conductivity data. We
find good agreement for the Landau parameter as a function of the pressure and for the thermal
conductivity for temperatures up to 400 mK. This last feature is remarkable, since Landau Fermi-
liquid theory is supposed to give good results only for temperatures up to 50 mK approximately.

The last chapter is of a more speculative nature. Here we apply Landau theory to a hot quark plasma,
a rather exotic state of matter which can only exist at extremely high temperatures or pressures. Such
systems areof theoretical interest, because, since quarks are gouverned by the strong interaction, they
can shed new light on the theory of Quantum Chromo Dynamics and the deconfinement phase
transition. We find that in this system the relaxation towards equilibrium takes place in several stages,
being characterized by the type of dominating interaction ( Vlascv, coulored or coulorless ). The
transport coefficients, calculeted for the last stage, differ qualitatively from the results of earlier
models. The discrepancy can probably be attributed to the fact that these earlier models consider the
non-equilibrium properties of the quark plasma on a shorter timescale.
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From the weak interaction Lagrangian and the principles of relativistic kinetic theory, the
volume viscosity of a massive neutrino gas is calculated as a function of the temperature T and
the neutrino mass m.

1. Introduction

In relativistic kinetic theory a diluted fluid system possesses besides the
ordinary shear viscosity a purely relativistic volume viscosity. The driving
"thermodynamic force" of the latter is the divergence of the velocity field. It
gives rise to a non-vanishing trace of the pressure tensor. For systems of
massless particles the volume viscosity vanishes. The neutrino was until
recently supposed to be massless. However, it was suggested last year that
neutrinos may possess mass12). Then neutrino systems do show the
phenomenon of volume viscosity and the problem arises to calculate its
magnitude from first principles. The applications lie in the field of astrophy-
sics and cosmology, such as the study of transport processes during the
lepton period of the universe.

In section 2 a Lagrangian is used which is a generalization of the Weinberg-
Salam-'t Hooft-Veltman expression for massless neutrinos. After an exposi-
tion on the general method to treat transport coefficients in section 3 and 4 the
volume viscosity is found analytically for high temperature in section 5 and
for low temperature in section 6. Finally, in section 7 the intermediate
temperature range is treated numerically. The question of the trial functions
to be used in the calculations is discussed: for high temperature a special
choice is of advantage.

2. Weak interaction

The only interaction between neutrinos is the weak one. The theory of
weak-and electromagnetic - interaction is due to Weinberg3), Salam4),

0378-437 l/82/(XXXM)000/$02.75 © North-Holland



VOLUME VISCOSITY OF A MASSIVE NEUTRINO GAS

't Hooft5) and Veltman6). It has to be generalized so as to be valid for massive
neutrinos. The most simple method consists in using the Higgs mechanism in
the same way as for electrons, i.e., by adding a right-handed neutrino field. It
is supposed to have such a heavy mass that it cannot be observed.

For energies low compared to the masses of the intermediate bosons the
effective Lagrangian for the Weinberg-Salam-'t Hooft-Veltman theory was
obtained by Siskens and Van Weert7). They obtain the four-point interaction
Lagrangian:

if, = -G/4V2)v(x)7*(i +ysMx)Hx)yu(l + y,)v(x). (1)

The same expression is also obtained from the weak interaction theory,
including massive neutrinos. Here G is the weak interaction constant and v(x)
is now a four-component spinor for massive neutrinos. From (1) follows the
transition rate for a collision of two neutrinos

W(p;p;/p,pl) = 8G2(2irft2cr2(p,P.)(p:pi)5(4)(p+pI-p'-p.'). (2)

Here p and pi are the four-momenta of the ingoing particles and p' and pi
of the outgoing ones. From (2) follows the interaction cross-section

<r(P, cos 0) = 2G2(2i7*2c)-2p-2(P2- 2/n V) 2 (3)

with P* the total four-momentum pM + p1} of the two particles, m the neutrino
mass and 0 the angle between p and p1.

3. Linear law for volume viscous floww>1#)

From the reJativistic kinetic theory follows the linear law for volume
viscous flow

n = -nv^l /* , (4)

where JJ is the viscous pressure (i.e., the trace of the viscous pressure
tensor), TJ, the volume viscosity and dU* the divergence of the four-velocity.
The volume viscosity is equal to

Here ar(T) stands for a characteristic cross-section at temperature T:
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Furthermore A is given by the transport equation

0 * (i ~ yW + [(y - Dft - YlT - h2 = L[A(r, z)], (7)

where y = cplcv, T = p^WlkT, h = hlkT with h the enthalpy per particle,
z = mc2lkT and L the linearized collision operator:

1 1 / c \*
l2tr(T)

Here K2(z) is a modified Bessel function The square brackets in (5) indicate

) (9)

with the "inner product"

The square brackets have the symmetry

[F,G] = [G,F] (11)

since the property of detailed balance is valid for the weak interaction.

4. On the method of calculation

Since eq. (7) is not directly solvable, it is convenient to write:
CO

A(r, z) = 2 c,(z)e,(T), (12)

an expansion into a complete, orthogonal set e,(i = 1,2,... ,») of functions
of T:

(13)

From (7) and (9) it follows for an arbitrary function / of z and T:

fA,/] = (O,/). (14)

Therefore, because of (12) and (13):

[A, e,} = J£ [eft, e,] = d[eh *i\- (15)
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This yields with (14)

(0 , g|) , , , .
Cj = , r. (16)

IG> e,]

Now for the bracket of (5) we have according to (14), (12) and (16)

i = l i=l [«<> «i]

The calculation of the volume viscosity (5) consists thus of the evaluation
of [e,, e,] and (0 , «)•

A complete set is formed by the polynomials r2, r3, A method has been
developed for these polynomials to calculate the inner products11). The
functions r° and T are not needed since they are summational invariants of A.
From the polynomials rr we can form orthogonal polynomials

2, etc. (18)

5. High temperature limit

5.1. For small z we can try and expand the inner products [eh e,] and (0,4)
into powers of z in order to calculate (17). In the appendix we find

2 O(a/*r*'-'"'**«, (19)
d, t even

where the function J' is given by

r#<O.r+s-<f-«.d.e.O) de
z*K\{z) {d + lXe + 1) d + e + 1

00 CD

x f do J dTT'+'~"-'(T2- »Y-+«+1W2e-Tt)-<'+'+l)(«2-4z2)w+'+W2(t>2-2x2)2.

22 ' (20)

Expanding into powers of z yields

r < 0 . r + j - d - « . « U . O ! _ _ * < * e 1
J z*K\z) {d + 1K« +1) d + e + 1

00 00

I dv J drr'+J''-'(T2 - tf2)'""*1"2 e ' V + 0U2). (21)x
0 v
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If we use the new variable w = vr this expression becomes

J,<fi.r+!-<i-<.d.e.O) = _rTT <k L _ J T ' «+? , . - ' d T

0
I

x f (I- W7)1"*'*™2*' dw + 0(Z2)
0

I T d e 1 r / _v

SIT de f(r+s + 8) 2

\ ) ^(d + J)(c + 1)\d + e+ l)(d + e + 3)(d + e + 5)(d + e + 7)

From the definition of Q in (7) we have

(0. T') = ( ! - y)(h r '+ :) + [(-y - l)ft - -y)(l, T'+1) - i z 2 ( l , T ' ) . (23)

Here quantities appear of the form12)

(s + 2)+ P(z2). (24)

For the reduced enthalpy and the quantity 7 = (fc/c,) + 1 we have")

d = zK3(z)/K,(z), 7/(7 - 1) = z2 + 5fi - h2. (25)

Then it follows that for small z

og z), (26)

log z), (27)

With the aid" of these results we obtain

and consequently

= 2 ^ ( 2 ^ + const)+ ^(z6 log z). (30)
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The sum diverges, so in the calculation z may not be taken zero too soon. The
result also shows that breaking off the series of powers T2, T3, etc., will always
yield a wrong result (for small z). Moreover, trying to improve the result by
adding consecutively higher powers of z in (20) and (23) will never suffice.

5.2. The preceding shows that if one uses the powers T2, T3, etc., there is no
leading term. So we wish to investigate the useM) of negative powers of T15).

To find the behaviour of A for small r, we first use the integral equation (7)
with from (8) and (2)

1 1 ( c
4TTZ2K2(Z) 2a(T) \kTj J ~pf p"

-.2

e'r>(A + At - A' - A\) ̂ p£yz(PP>)(p'pi)SM)(P + Pi - P' - pi). (3D

An approximation15 for this expression is obtained by neglecting the terms
with A\, A' and A\, i.e.,

L[A] ~AJ d^' ffi' *ffi eT'(Pp,)(p'pi)5<4)(p + p, - p'-pl)

~ AT2 + higher powers in T. (32)

The last expression arises because T ~ p.
From (7) it follows that

L[A] = - | z 2 + higher powers in r. (33)

By comparing (32) and (33) we find that AT2 is proportional to T°, SO that A
consists of a term with T"2 and higher powers of T.

Let us first take only a term with t'2. Now we must calculate [T~2, T'2] and
(0, T"2). From (19) we have

[T"2 ,T-2] = 2 5 2 C^aV'0--"-"-'-"-'-01. (34)
i.e even

For the binomial coefficient one has

("/) = ( - l)d(d + l) = d + l (deven). (35)

The function J' is given in the appendix. Thus (34) becomes

x (T2 - v^e*m e-Tv-(d+'+n(v2-4z2)<d+'+2V1(v2 - 2Z2)2. (36)
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To obtain a convergent result we perform the summation before the in-
tegration:

'T 2] = z*2K\(z) I dv I drr'1 e-r(v2-4z2)m

x (t,
2 _ 2z¥ ̂  |n _^_ [^*zffi*f"\ (37)

For |a| < 1 one finds for the sum

u s V de *+'+>
d.e even u "" ̂  + 1

2 a3 1 a 1 t a
3 ( 1 - a 2 ) 3 2 ( 1 - a 2 ) 2 4 l ^ P

Since for T ? C , I; ? 2Z and 2 > 0 the expression between square brackets in
(37) is less then one, we can use (38), so that (37) becomes

30 00

[T'\ T-2] = p j ^ f dv f dr T-3 e-'(»2 - 4z2)'

(39)

This result may be expanded into powers of z. This gives

[T-2, T"2] = - p ^ | ^ (log iz + V + TK) + 0(z log z), (40)

where 7E is Euler's constant.
The quantity (0 , r'2) can be calculated according to (23). Only for the term

(1, T 2) formula (24) cannot be applied. Instead, we have for

the result

(1, T'2) = - (log \z + 1 + yE) + C{z). (42)

In the same way as (23) leads to (28) we find

(0, T"2) = p ^ ^ (log k + V + re)- (43)
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In this way we obtain, according to (17), for the volume voscosity

" 1 1 " ^
 ( 4 4 )

The fact that [r~2, T~2] (40) and (Q, T~2) (43) have a similar appearance means
that r'2 is a good trial function. Even the addition of higher powers to the
T~2-term does not change the results obtained for small z. (Furthermore one
may remark that the factor in front of (44) is equal to the one in (30). So if one
identifies 2"=J n~' in (30) with Iog°o then one obtains the first term of (44)
where the limit z->0 has been taken.)

6. Low temperature limit

For large z we have calculated TJV for the trial functions T~2, T2, T3 and T4.
They all give the same result.

Moreover if one takes besides one particular choice also the higher powers
into account, the latter give only contributons which are a factor z~* smaller.

For the reason that a particular choice is irrelevant for the result, we
choose T2, since then the calculation is easiest. Thus we have

[T2,T2] = U'<°-0'2'2'fl> (45)

with

2z

xtT5(t>2-4z2)V-2z2)2 . (46)

In the low temperature limit (z i> 1) we have

(47)

and for (45) and (46)

[T2, T2] = 2V " V 2 + €(z m). (48)

Furthermore") we have

(0, T2)=(5-3y)*I-37. (49)

For z > 1
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so that

In this way the volume viscosity for low temperature (z > 1) becomes

kT & ^ kT *z-m

(52)

C53)( 5 3 )

Remark. For the trial function A = r2 the volume viscosity may even be
found without expanding in z. The result is

kT (Q,
1Jv ""co-CD P T

kT 1 [(5-3y)z3K3(z)-3yz2K2(z)f
ca(T) 2« (2z)3[(2z)2 + 26 x 5]K3(2z) + 2Z x 7(2z)4K2(2zY (54)

KKg

ms
1030

.26
10'

1022

—i 1 r-
-6 -4

10 10

- 2
10 10 10

Fig. 1. The product TJ»T of the volume viscosity and the temperature as a function of z s mc2/kT.
The dotted lines at left and right are the high and low temperature limits.
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10

.05 .1 .2 5 1 2 5 10 20 50

Fig. 2. The reduced volume viscosity i)(,r) s i\*co(T)lkT as a function of z s mc2lkT.

7. The full temperature range

For the intermediate temperature region we have used computer results.
We apply the general formula (23). Furthermore we use as trial function T"2,
i.e., the expression (23) for T~2 and formula (39). This was done because for
high temperature it is essential to use r~2, while for the low temperature
region any choice of the trial function is correct.

In the procedure of the numerical calculation the first step in calculating
[ T 2 , T~2] is to bring back the integration region to a unit square by means of
the transformations y = 2zlv and x = V/T. Then the integration is performed by
means of a 40 x 40 point Gaussian quadrature. The calculation was repeated
for a 60 x 60 point quadrature, which showed that the accuracy of the
numerical calculation was sufficient.

The results are plotted in fig. 1 for the full temperature range. In this figure
the two limiting results for high and low temperatures of sections 5 and 6 are
given in comparison with the general curve. In fig. 2 the intermediate region,
calculated with the help of the computer, is plotted in detail.

8. Discussion

The analytic results of sections 5 and 6 and the general curve of section 7
indicate the influence on the volume viscosity TJV of the temperature T and the
neutrino mass m.

For m = 30 eV and the temperature 1012 to 10'" K during the lepton period
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of the universe the volume viscosity evolved from 5 x 1(T3 kg/ms to 3.2 x
J07kg/ms. The maximum value of rjvT is equal to 4xlO32Kkg/ms and
reached at z = mc2lkT = 2. For a temperature of 2 K the viscosity would be
equal to 6 x 1017 kg/ms.

The case of a mixture of electrons and massless neutrinos has been
treated17). One may expect that adding electrons to a massive (or massless)
neutrino system would enhance the values of the volume viscosity
significantly because of the large mass ratio of electrons and neutrinos.
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Appendix

The bracket [rr, TS] contains according to (19) the integrals
d l r e c o n n e c t e d t o jntegrals J as

jr/(O. b.d. e,0) _ r(0. 6.</+e.0.0)_ r(0, b, d,e.O) /A i\

where

f l KW' C> g)j = 2?fi(7) l
2z v

1

x e-'rr(d+"+1(j;2 - 4z2)(d+'+2"2 ̂ ^ ^ / PMMP, x) dx, (A.2)
- i

with x = cos 0, T = P'UjkT, v = \P\clkT,

d\e\
' * '8 ) = (d-g)!!(d + g + l)M(e-g)!!(e + g + !)!' ( A J )

for d — g and e — g even; otherwise K = 0 and Pg a Legendre polynomial.
Furthermore the collision cross-section <r(P,x) turns out to be a function <r(P) of
P alone for the weak interaction. We have

j Pg{x)a(P, x) dx = <r(P) j Pg(x) dx = 2<r(P)V (A.4)
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So in the sum of formula (A.2) only the term with g = 0 subsits. Then (A.3)
becomes

In this way (A.2) is found to be

di>

2z v

xv {v -4zj t^.t-r\ IA.6;

and thus (A.I)

ri<o.*.*«.o) = __2: 1 d c I J . . I J__Cf . f

l)J d vJJ
d T T

x (T 2 - v
2y+t+m e-Tp-(d+"+'(t;2 - 422)<d+'+2)/2 pj^;. (A.7)

Inserting (3) and (6) yields

2(T(T)~ ? • ( A 8 )

If this result is used in (A.7) one finds

fTr T2, _ / lV*-1 ^ / r \ / s \ -a 1 de
1 ' J ~ V2^ A A » \d)\e) ?Kfc) d + e + \(d + l)(e + 1)

00 00

x ( dv I AT T'+S-"-'{72 - v2)(d+e+m e~rv - < d + e + 1 )

2z v

x (v2 - Az2fi+t+m(v'1 - 2z2)2 (A.9)

which proves the validity of (19), (20), (36) and (46).
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From relativistic kinetic theory, using the weak interaction Lagrangian, the volume viscosity is
calculated for a gas consisting of leptons, including massive (anti-)neutrinos as a function of the
temperature and the particle masses.

1. Introduction

In a previous paper1) we considered the volume viscosity of a pure neutrino
gas.

In the present paper we study in the first place neutrino-antineutrino and
neutrino-electron mixtures. The theory is based on the same principles of
kinetic theory and weak interaction as the previous paper.

2. The neutrino-antineutrino system

As a starting point we study the mixture of massive neutrinos v and
antineutrinos v.

In the expression for the volume viscosity quantities A(T, Z) occur, for
which trial functions of the parameter r have to be chosen; z is equal to
mc2/kT with m the neutrino mass. In ref. 2 a formula is given for the volume
viscosity of the form

where the effective cross-section is

/ GkT \2

with G the weak interaction. Furthermore, xv and xf are the neutrino and

0378-4371/82/00OO-0O0O/$02.75 © 1982 North-Holland
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antineutrino fractions. The quantities o and A carry an index - 2 , indicating
that the trial function employed is r'2. By writing the expressions for these
quantities we obtain for (1)

x {[T~2, r-2]TO - [T-2 , T-2] , , + IT"2, T7 2 ]* ) , (3)

with brackets expressions, which may be calculated3). The functions a ~v
2 and

a}2 ar equal and have been calculated').
We study first the high temperature limit z <§ 1. In the crudest ap-

proximation constant terms are neglected as compared to terms with log z.
Then the result is

rrrrr (4)

with the volume viscosity of the pure neutrino gas

In the next approximation

, . 1 + s.jcp(log z + 1.33)(log 2 + 1.79)-'
7)11 (Vv h 1 + ixjiSog z + 1.33)(log z + 1.84)(log z + 1.79)"'(log z + 1.72)""

(6)

with

where yE is Euler's constant.
In the low temperature limit, z s> 1, it is irrelevant in a first order expan-

sion which power of r is used in the trial function. For that reason we choose
T2, because the calculation is then the most simple. The result is

() (8)•Iv \'l»/p i _

with for the pure neutrino gas

/ _ \ - ^ ^ ,-7/2

In a next approximation also terms with z'9f2 arise.
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Fig. 1. The product r)vT of the volume viscosity and the temperature for a neutrino-antineutrino
mixture of equal amounts as function of z = WTImc1. The dotted lines are the continuations of ;he
formulae for z <& 1 and zs>l , respectively.

The results for the complete temperature range are plotted in fig. 1 for
x,, = i The two asymptotes represent the functions (8) and (6). Their change
as compared to the case of a pure gas (x, = 1) is a factor 6/5 for z < 1 and a
factor 4/3 for z>\. These are the maximum deviations that may occur.

3. The neutrino-electron system

As a next example we consider a mixture of massive neutrinos and
electrons. Three special cases of the temperature range are considered: a)
zv « 1 , ze < 1 (for massless neutrinos and electrons see ref. 4); b) z, <g 1, ze > 1;
c ) z F > l , zc>\.

For case a) the trial function r~l is used, because it will turn out to give
better results than the function r'2. The volume viscosity is (cf. formula (1»
found to be2)

kT
(10)

The quantity Ac' contains the electron-electron interaction and, since the
electromagnetic force is much greater than the weak force, it is negligible as
compared to A*1. In this way we obtain

kT
cor(T)

(ID
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In this expression occur the quantities

d.e=2,4,...

(d + l)(e + l)(d + e+ \)(d + e + 3){d + e + 5)(d + e + 7)

i i 2

l o g Zc)

T9 + T 5 l 1 2 0

ogzc), (12)

and

[T"',T-']l,e = 0.847r(l + C + 0.30C2)+^(z^og2e), (13)

with

C = 4 s i n 2 0 w = l (14)

with 6w the Weinberg angle. Since for a mixture one has xtz\ > x^zl, we have

(15)

These results finally lead to a volume viscosity

fcT 1
XXZ*Vv = cojTj XlX'Z IT[ 180X, + 109xe( 1 + C+ 0.30C2)]'

Since the neutrino mass does not occur here, this mass has no influence on
the volume viscosity.

If T~2 has been used as a trial function, it would have turned out that the
final result would have been a factor

1 (17)
3(log2/z-Tr-7E)

smaller. Since this number is much less than 1, the results with T"' are better.
For case b) (zr <§ 1 <§ze) the quantity ze is much greater than 1, so that the

precise power of T is unimportant. We therefore use the simplest choice in
this case, which is here T. The result is

Vc ca(T) (1 + J C ) V 2 ' 3 '

For the temperature in question (zes>l) the neutrinos are decoupled.
However, the formula is valid for *v and n and vT and r (and also roughly for
vc and fi, uc and q, etc.). Therefore (18) may be used for higher temperatures
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Fig. 2. The volume viscosity T)C for a neutrino-electron mixture of equal amounts as a function of
the temperature T. As a neutrino mass we have employed the value of 30 eV.

in the latter cases, where the neutrinos still play a role. The mass of the
neutrinos does not occur in (18).

In case c), where zv > 1 and zc> 1, one may use as a trial function T. Then
one finds

kT 5 (19)

In this formula the neutrino mass appears. In the temperature region in
question the neutrinos are so strongly decoupled, that the use of statistical
methods is doubtful.

In fig. 2 we have plotted the volume viscosity -nD for the total temperature
range. Furthermore, we have indicated the three cases a), b) and c) as
asymptotes. The values for the two intermediate ranges have been found by
interpolation.

4. Final remarks

Since the interactions in a neutrino-antineutrino-electron-positron mixture
are very s'RKlar to those of the cases treated, one obtains final results quite
near to the ones obtained above.
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The systems treated possess besides volume viscosity also the transport
processes of heat conduction, thermal diffusion, Dufour effect, diffusion and
shear viscosity. For high temperatures the corrections due to the fact that the
neutrinos possess mass, are at the highest of the order of zjlogz,, and thus
negligible with respect to the effects caused by massless neutrinos.
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From the weak interaction and the relativistic generalization of the quantum transport equation
the volume viscosity of a degenerate massive neutrino gas is derived as a function of the density
and the neutrino mass.

1. Introduction

On the basis of the weak interaction Lagrangian for a massive neutrino
system and classical relativistic kinetic theory expressions for the relativistic
property of volume viscosity were derived in two different ways1"). Moreover
the phenomenon was studied for a neutrino-antineutrino and neutrino-elec-
tron system3).

In the present paper an expression will be derived for the volume viscosity of
a degenerate massive neutrino gas. For that purpose we use the theory of weak
interaction of massive neutrinos and the relativistic quantum kinetic theory, in
particular the relativistic generalization of the Uehling-Uhlenbeck transport
equation.

In contrast with massless neutrino systems, massive neutrino gases possess a
non-vanishing volume viscosity. This effect determines a viscous pressure, as a
result of which an expanding (or contracting) neutrino gas is submitted to a
friction. This phenomenon may be of importance for cosmological models
which describe the formation of galactic neutrino halos.

2. On the features of systems concerned

In our previous work1'2'3) we supposed that the system could be described
with the help of classical theory. Here we wish to study a quantum-mechanical
framework. The Fermi momentum kF of the neutrinos, which plays a central

0378-4371/84/$03.00 © Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
(North-Holland Physics Publishing Division)
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role, may be found from the density n:

(This relation differs from the usual expression for electrons. Instead of a spin
factor g = 2 we have here g = 1, because only left-handed neutrinos have been
observed.) From kF one can find the Fermi energy ^F and the Fermi tem-
perature TF as e2

F= kFc2+ m\c4 and kTf = eF- mjc2, where m,, is the mass of
the neutrino. The gas is degenerate if the temperature T is much less than the
Fermi temperature TF. Furthermore in first order of 77TF the chemical poten-
tial /JL of the system is equal to eF.

Since we employ kinetic theory, the neutrinos should not be decoupled, i.e..
their main free path should fit into the system. This mean free path / can be
approximated by

/ = [no-(fcF)r'. (2)

where the density n is given by the expression (1) and where (r(kF) is a typical
cross-section for the weak interaction of particles with the Fermi momentum:

(3)

where G is the weak interaction constant. Due to the degeneracy the collisions
are hampered, which means that in reality the mean free paths are still greater
than (2) by a factor (kFc/kT)2 roughly. Disregarding this factor we find, using
the numerical values of the physical constants, for the mean free path (in
meters)

where we have introduced the elementary charge e so as to express kpC in
electron-volts. If, in order to employ a typical order of magnitude for cosmic
scales, we take / as one light-year, then we find that kFc is roughly 10s eV. With
a value of 30 eV for the neutrino mass this means that neutrinos, which are not
decoupled, are extremely relativistic. For these neutrinos we have thus the
simple relations

eF = kfC = kTF. (5)
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with a zero order function

where U"{x) is the four-velocity, fi(x) the Gibbs potential and T(x) the
temperature. The transport equation will be linearized in the function <p(x, p),
which occurs in (7). Then the right-hand side of eq. (6) becomes, using also the
bilateral normalization of W,

/(0)(W

7 7 i ( * 7 A^ ~7i X^ •*" Vi ~ <P ~ <P\) " (A P I I P • Pi) i

(9)

where L is called the linearized transition operator.
If we want to limit ourselves to the phenomenon of volume viscosity, and

disregard heat conduction and shear viscosity, we can write the left-hand side
of the transport equation (6) in lowest order as

where79)

(11)

with n the density. The differentiation is at constant entropy per particle, s.
The quantity pMt7" is equal to poc because we perform the calculations in the
local rest frame. The right-hand side of (10) is proportional to d^U", the driving
force of the volume viscous flow. Since the equality of (9) and (10) constitutes
the linearized transport equation, we may assume that the function <p(x, p) is
proportional to S^Lf too. One finds thus the linear law for volume viscous flow

n=-y)vVllU\ (12)

where 77 is the viscous pressure (the trace of the viscous pressure tensor) given
by

IJ = (Q,<P). (13)
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With the value of kFc as given above corresponds a value for the density (1) of
n — 10"13irT"\ This is way above the numbers mentioned for models of neutrino
halos which in fact are constructed as consisting of decoupled neutrinos45).
Indeed, for ordinary neutrino halos one encounters numbers as 1013 m'3 up to
U)25 m~3. For that reason the present theory is not so much valid for the
situations mentioned here, but may play a role in the formation of these halos
during the leptonic era (provided one has to do with pure neutrino systems). In
the literature the possibility is also mentioned of neutrino systems collapsing
under the influence of their own gravitational field5). In those cases the density
required in the present theory may be reached and the volume viscosity may be
needed in the description of the collapse.

3. The linearized relativistic quantum transport equation

The development of the relativistic kinetic theory concerning non-degenerate
gases, together with the relevant literature, may be found in a book by de
Groot, van Leeuwen and van Weert6). This theory has been extended by van den
Horn and van Weert7) so as to take the neutrino Fermi statistics into account.

In general the irreversible behaviour of a quantum system is governed by the
relativistic generalization of the transport equation due to Uehling and Uhlen-
beck8). For a simple system it reads

Here p* is the four-momentum (with fi = 0, 1, 2,3: cp" the energy, p the
momentum), x = x" = (ct, x), the symbol 9*1 denotes the time-space derivative
(30=c"13/9/; 31, 92, 33 are the space-derivatives). Furthermore, the left-hand
side (the "streaming term") involves the distribution function f = f(x.p). The
right-hand side (the "collision term") contains contributions due to the gain of
particles with four-momentum p" in collisions given by p'" + p'f -^p" + p" and
the loss of particles with p" for the opposite collisions. The transition rates W
depend upon the interaction and will be explicited later on. The functions/,,/'
and f[ stand for f(x, p,), f{x, p') and f(x, p[).

In the linearized version of the theory, which we shall employ here, one
writes for the distribution function

/ = /m + / P > ( ! - / < > (7)
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Here the fact has been used that F(x) and G(x) have no angular dependency.
Moreover we have replaced the lower limit of the integration variable x, whicl.
is really - ( / i - mlc*)/kT (and thus a large negative quantity for highly degenerate
systems), by - » . With the help of (17) and (19) we find in highest order of TIT?:

, 8ir2ml(kT)s

^-ww- (20)

where fi has been identified with kTF= /cFc as we did before.
The numerator of (16) contains a quantity

7\ P P\

- / ; « ) w(P, p, I p ' , p;)p^(pf,+/4 - Po2 - plo) - (21)

For the transition rate we use the expression valid for weak interaction1):

p, p, | p\ p{) = SG2{27rh2cy\p -pdip'-p'^Xp + P,-P'~ P\) • (22)

With the help of the phase space decomposition approximation"1), the integral
(21) can be written in the extremely degenerate limit as

2(kT)7k5(kT)7k5 f

C TT J4« C

x\(x\ + x\ - x\ - xl)8(Xl + x2

(l-cos8)2s\n\ede. (23)

After a straightforward calculation one obtains

*. (24)

If the expressions (20) and (24) are inserted into the formula (16) for the
volume viscosity we find
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Here the fact has been used that F(x) and G(x) have no angular dependency.
Moreover we have replaced the lower limit of the integration variable x, which
is really -(/n - m lc4)/kT (and thus a large negative quantity for highly degenerate
systems), by - » . With the help of (17) and (19) we find in highest order of 777V:

8ir2ml(kTf

w^-ftW" (20)

where /n has been identified with kTF = kfc as we did before.
The numerator of (16) contains a quantity

p° pi p« p?f / l

x(l - /"")(! -f'DW(p, Pl | p\ pl)pl{pl + p2
m-p« - pll). (21)

For the transition rate we use the expression valid for weak interaction'):

p, p, | p\ p\) = SG\27Th2cy2(p • Pl)ip' • p\)#\p + Pl-p'- p\). (22)

With the help of the phase space decomposition approximation10), the integral
(21) can be written in the extremely degenerate limit as

, , 1

4«

T)7fci f
8 5 dx,

C IT J

+ x\ - x\ -
(e"+l)(eX2+ lXe^+l)(eX4+l)

x J(l-cos6i)2sin3 0d(9. (23)
0

After a straightforward calculation one obtains

xairG2{kT)7k5

^ . o j , F- (24)

If the expressions (20) and (24) are inserted into the formula (16) for the
volume viscosity we find
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_ 7TT kF /m^y/kTy
^ " ^ " T T n i T ' j IT—I . (25)

where cr(kF) is the characteristic cross-section (3) for the weak interaction of
particles with an energy kFc. The form of rjv has a resemblance to the classical
result1'2). A main difference is that the characteristic energy of the particles is
now kpC instead of kT. Moreover, we have in (25) an additional factor
(fcr/fcFc)2, which is a small quantity.

4. Final conclusions

We focused our attention to the relativistic property of volume viscosity.
Since the volume viscosity vanishes for massless particle systems, its ap-
pearance is an essential effect of massive neutrino gases. It may thus play a role
in the description of the friction of expanding and contracting massive neutrino
systems, as the linear law (12) shows.

The other transport coefficients, the heat conductivity and the shear vis-
cosity, also exist for massive neutrino systems. Their values depend hardly on
the neutrino mass, since corrections to the results for massless neutrino systems
are only of the order of ( m 4
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A new effective method for reducing collision brackets, i.e. matrix elements of the linearized
collision operator, to a fivefold integral is presented. Collisional energy and momentum transfer are
used as basic dynamical variables. The method covers classical and quantum statistics, and is
applicable to non-relativistic as well as relativistic multicomponent systems.

1. Introduction

One of the principal aims of kinetic theory is to calculate transport coefficients
of gases and fluids in terms of the interaction between the constituent particles.
In last instance, this usually amounts to the evaluation of matrix elements of the
appropriate collision operator - called collision brackets in kinetic theory - for
certain polynomial trial functions. These collision brackets, which contain the
details of the interaction in the form of a transition rate, or scattering
cross-section, are twelvefold integrals over the four three-momenta involved in a
binary collision. Owing to energy-momentum conservation and rotational
symmetry, to the number of seven integrations can be performed trivially. In this
way one may reduce collision brackets to fivefold integrals specifying neither
interaction nor trial functions. With regard to classical particles this reduction
process has been studied in great detail in non-relativistic1'2) as well as
relativistic kinetic theory3 '4).

In the present paper we wish to study the reduction of collision brackets as
they occur in the kinetic theory of quantum systems5'6). They differ from the
ordinary Boitzmann collision brackets in the fact that the distribution functions
have the Fermi-Dirac or Bose-Einstein form. Moreover, additional factors are
present taking the final-state occupation into account7 '8). This complication
rather inconveniences the standard reduction method involving a transformation

0378-4371 /86/$03.50 © Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
(North-Holland Physics Publishing Division)
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to total and relative momenta. However, there are other options, and we shall
exploit this freedom to our advantage using energy and momentum transfer as
basic dynamical variables9). An additional benefit is that these variables occur
naturally in the description of the dynamics, and that the transition rate is
usually a smooth function of the energy-momentum transfer. This is of value in
practical calculations because in most cases some of the final integrations have to
be performed numerically. It also helps in finding suitable approximations which
allow a further reduction of the collision bracket for special systems and
particular physical regimes. A discussion with reference to this last aspect will be
postponed to a succeeding paper10) where a degenerate Fermi system and some
other specific cases will be considered.

2. Collision bracket

The transport coefficients of quantum gases and fluids are usually calculated
by taking a transport equation as a startingpoint5). Using the notation \<f>) to
indicate the deviation of the distribution function from equilibrium, we may
write the transport equation in the symbolic form

\X) = L\<t>), (2.1)

where L represents the linearized collision operator acting on \<f>). The
inhomogeneous term on the left-hand side is some linear combination of the
irreversible currents and their conjugate driving forces acting in the system. Its
specific form will play no role in this paper.

We shall confine ourselves here to the problem of calculating collision
brackets, that is, matrix elements of the collision operator between arbitrary
states |x) and |i/r). In the rest frame and for a one-component quantum system
these matrix elements have the generic form

(4>\L\x) = \ fd'p dV d3* d3*' n(p)[\ + r,n(p')]n(k)[l + r,n(k')]

xw(p',k'\p,k)Aip-Ax, (2.2)

where p = p* = (p°, p) etc. indicate the energies and momenta (four-momenta)
of the particles taking part in a binary collision. The equilibrium distribution
function

n(p) = {expMpo-^-v}'1 (2.3)
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is characterized by the temperature 71 = / ? ' ' , the chemical potential p., and
V = 0 ,1 , - 1 for Maxwell-Boltzmann, Bose-Einstein, and Fermi-Dirac statis-
tics, respectively. (We use natural units such that h = c = kB = 1, and the metric
tensor g1*" = diag(l, - 1 , - 1 , - 1 ) for raising and lowering Minkowski indices.)

The arbitrary functions i//( p) and x( P) may depend on energy as well as on
momentum, and may be scalar, vector or tensor valued. We use the symbol Ai/>
as an abbreviation for combinations of the type

A* = UHp) + <K*) - HP') - <Kk')\. (2.4)

The dot in (2.2) indicates that a contraction of vector or tensor indices is
understood so that the collision bracket is always a scalar quantity.

Finally, w(p', k'\p, k) is the differential transition rate for a binary collision
between particles with four-momenta as indicated. This rate is closely related to
the scattering amplitude3), and its specific form depends on the system being
studied. For the moment it suffices to state that the transition rate is a scalar
quantity, and that it contains an energy and momentum conserving delta
function; see eq. (3.6) below. Furthermore, the differential transition rate has
been assumed to obey the detailed-balance property

w(p',k'\p,k)=w(p,k\p',k'). (2.5)

This allowed us to write the collision bracket in the form (2.2) which makes it
evident that the collision bracket is symmetric:

(2-6)

and that the rate of entropy production per unit volume is non-negative:

(2-7)

The collision bracket is zero if and only if </> or x a r e conserved in a binary
collision.

One can see that the collision bracket (2.2) involves a twelvefold integration
over the three-momenta of the two incoming and two outgoing particles. A
number of these integrations can be performed trivially, for instance, because of
energy-momentum conservation. In the case studied here of a spherically
symmetric interaction, three more integrations may be performed on symmetry
grounds, leaving a total of five non-trivial integrations. This is related to the fact
that one can construct five independent Lorentz scalars out of the relevant
four-momenta of the particles and the hydrodynamic velocity, which specifies
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the macroscopic velocity of the system. These five Lorentz scalars are not unique
and a particular choice is largely a matter of convenience. For reasons that will
become clear as we go along we favour a reduction involving the energy and
momentum transfer.

3. Transferred-energy-momentum representation

Dynamically, the energy and momentum transferred in a collision are
essential parameters; together with the initial or final state, they completely
specify a binary collision between two spinless particles. Especially in quantum
field theory the transferred energy and momentum are natural variables because
they have a direct physical interpretation as the energy and momentum of the
intermediary gauge boson. We shall require that the final integrations in the
collision bracket involve these particular variables as a subset.

For the moment we assume that the particles are free, except at the instant of
collision, and obey the mass-shell relation p2 = p\~p2 = m2. (A discussion of
the generalization to quasi-particles will be deferred to a succeeding paper11).)
This allows us to replace threefold momentum integrations by fourfold ones
according to

^-^2dApe(p0)8(p2-m2). (3.1)
Po

The unit-step function and the delta function ensure that p1* = (p0 , p) describes
a particle of mass m and positive energy.

Next, we introduce the energy-momentum transfer vector 2Q*1 — (2Q0,2Q)
by going to new integration variables defined as:

) , Q^ttp'-P"1), (3-2)

/ r = i ( * M + * ' " ) . G'* =£( * ' * - * " ) . (3-3)

The inverse connections are depicted in fig. 1. In consequence of these
definitions we have the orthogonality relations

P-Q = 0, K-Q' = 0. (3.4)

The Jacobian of the transformation (3.2) has the value t^, and written in terms
of the new variables we have
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p-a

K-Q K»Q'

Fig. 1. Variables describing a binary collision; direct and exchange diagram.

^ ^ r = 16d*PdAQ e(P0)6(P2 - m2)8(P2 + Q2 - m2)8(P • Q),
Po Pa

(3-5)

and a similar expression for the ^-variables.
The transition rate is essentially the unpolarized scattering probability for a

binary collision, which is obtained by summing over all initial and final spin
states of the particles. Displaying explicitly the energy-momentum conserving
delta function contained in it, we write

\T{Q\P,K)\28\lQ-2Q'). (3.6)
spins

The energy factors in front ensure that the scattering matrix element is
dimensionless (in natural units), and that the unpolarized scattering probability
behaves as a Lorentz scalar in the relativistic theory3). Since the particles are
identical, the scattering amplitude consists of a direct and an exchange part

T{Q\P, K) = TM(Q\P, K) + T,rex(0|/>, K) , (3.7)

which are connected to each other via an exchange of the particles in the final
state. (An explicit factor one-half has been included in the definition of the
collision bracket (2.2) to avoid double counting when summing over the final
states.) As a consequence, the modulus is symmetric under the substitution
2Q «-»P — K, P + K«-» P + K. Furthermore, we may assume that the scattering
probability is a symmetric function of the two variables P= P1* and K = K1*, and
even under the inversion Q^-^—Q* on account of the detailed-balance
property (2.5).

The combination of distribution functions appearing in (2.2) now also has to
be expressed in terms of the new variables. The identity

(3.8)
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and energy-momentum conservation permit us to write

= nB(2Q)[l + nB(2Q)][n(P + Q) - n(P - Q)][n(K + Q) - n{K - Q)\,
(3.9)

with nB the Bose distribution function for zero chemical potential. One may
notice that in the case of Maxwell statistics (3.9) reduces to the simple identity

«M(/>)«M(*) = nM(P)nM(K), (3.10)

which is independent of Qo. This considerably simplifies the analysis of the
collision bracket for classical particles.

There are, of course, other ways of writing (3.9). However, the present form
is very suggestive because it visualizes the intermediary bosons as statistical
particles. But more important to us is the fact that this particular combination of
distribution functions will turn out to be most suitable for the purpose of
approximation and, eventually, numerical integration.

If we insert the relations (3.5), (3.6), and (3.9) into the collision bracket (2.2),
we can immediately perform the integration over Q'. This leaves the following
expression:

= \ J dfi(Q\P, K)W(Q\P,K)Aif,-Ax, (3.11)

where the kernel W has been defined as the unpolarized scattering probability
appearing in (3.6) multiplied by the right-hand side of (3.9). We shall refer to
this combination as the "statistical" scattering probability. For the sake of a
compact notation we also introduced the integration measure

d/i(Q|P, K) = 16d4Q d4Pd4K0(Po)0(P2 - m2)e(K{))e(K2 - m2)

x 8(P2 +Q2- m2)8(K2 + Q2 - m~)8(P • Q)8(K • Q).
(3.12)

In the next section we shall reduce the collision bracket (3.11) by integrating out
the delta functions and the trivial angle variables.

4. Reduction

The integration elements of the four-vectors in eq. (3.12) may be split up into
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integrations over the energies and over the three-momenta in polar coordinates,
e.g. d4/> = d<j>P d cos 6P \P\2 d|P| dP0 . Taking the z-axis along the direction of Q,
the integration over the angles BP and 0K can be performed on account of the
identity

and a similar one for 0K, subject to the conditions

\r\2\Q\2*P2
0Q

2
0, (4.2)

\K\2\Q\2^KlQl. (4.3)

Since the four-momentum transfer is always space-like, we also have to fulfil the
inequality

\Q\2^Ql- (4.4)

The two remaining delta functions can be used to integrate over

\P\2 = Pl-m2+Ql-lQ\2^0, (4.5)

\K\2 = K2
o-m

2+Ql-\Q\2^Q. (4.6)

In this way the number of integrations still to be performed has been brought
down to eight.

By combining the two restrictions imposed by (4.5) and (4.6) with the
preceding ones, we may derive the following two inequalities:

P 0 5*P_, K0^K_, (4.7)

where the lower bounds of both energies Po and Ko are given by

Conversely, the inequalities (4.7), together with (4.4), are compatible with all
phase-space restrictions implied by (3.11). As a consequence, solely the
inequalities (4.4) and (4.7) need to be taken into account from now on.

Let us next consider the azimuthal angles <pP and </>x with determine the
relative orientation of P and K according to the well-known formula
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P-K = |f|| JiT|[cos 9P cos dK + sin 0P sin 6K cos(<£p - 4>K)}. (4.9)

Insertion of the values for the polar angles prescribed by the delta functions, see
(4.1), yields

PK = P0K0Q
2J\Q\2 + />TKTcos(<£P- </.J, (4.10)

where PT is the magnitude of the transverse momentum, i.e. the projection
orthogonal to Q, given by

Py = \P\2-PlQll\Q\z. (4.11)

Similarly, KT is the magnitude of the transverse part of K.
Since (4.10) depends on the relative angle <j> = <f>P - 4>K between the trans-

verse parts of P and K, one of the azimuthal angle integrations is trivial.
Rotational invariance also implies that the result cannot depend on the
orientation of the vector Q. Hence, the corresponding solid angle integration is
likewise trivial. This leaves five integration variables: the energy transfer Qa, the
momentum transfer | g | , the energies Po, Ko, and the angle <f> between the plane
containing P and Q, and the plane containing K and Q. As a result we arrive at
the following reduced expression for the collision bracket (3.11):

2ir

)2 j j j j(4TT)2 j d\Q\2 j d(Q0/\Q\) j dP0 j dK0 j d*
P.

kx- (4-12)

Here W(Q\P, K) is the statistical scattering probability as defined under (3.11);
see also (5.3) for the explicit formula valid both for identical and different
particle species. The lower limits P_, K_ are as given in (4.8). Because of
detailed balance the integrand is an even function of the energy transfer,
allowing the restriction to positive values of Qo.

The last formula displayed may be considered as the central result of the
present paper. This reduced form of the collision bracket has been derived
without any special assumptions about the system, which may consist of
classical, Bose or Fermi particles, either relativistic or nonrelativistic. The
principal feature is that the dynamically sensitive quantities \Q\ and Qo appear as
integration variables. Their effective range is controlled by distribution func-
tions; that of the energy transfer Qo directly, and that of the momentum transfer
indirectly via the integration limits. These limits derive from the constraints
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imposed by the kinematics of binary collision and, inversely, imply these
constraints. In a subsequent paper10) we shall discuss some special systems
allowing a further reduction of the general result (4.12).

5. Mixture

The method employed so far for simple systems can be generalized almost
trivially to reduce collision brackets pertaining to mixtures of elastically colliding
particles. This is a marked advantage over the usual reduction methods1"4)
which for unequal masses give rise to a proliferation of mass-ratio factors. The
distinction is that in the standard transformation to total and relative momenta
the two different colliding particles get mixed up, where the transformation of
section 3 keeps them apart.

Let p* and p"1 be the four-momenta of a particle with mass mi before and
after collision and, similarly, k* and k"1 the asymptotic four-momenta of a
particle with mass /w.. The collision brackets that need to be calculated are of the
general form

tl = jd3p d3p' d3k d3*' n,(p)[l + vn,(p')]nt(k)[l + T,n,.(*')I

/iXii, (5.1)

with n, and « ; the equilibrium distribution functions of particles of type i and;,
respectively. Trial functions now occur in the combination

A0,y = ![*,(/>) + *,(*) - UP') - *,(*')] • (5-2)

Furthermore, wtj is the transition rate for elastic collisions between particles of
species / and /.

Now the point is that we can apply the same transformation (3.2, 3) as for
identical particles. One easily verifies that the orthogonality relations (3.4) still
hold true owing to mass conservation. It is convenient to extract an energy-
momentum conserving delta function from the transition rate, like in (3.6), and
to define a "statistical" scattering probability

WV(Q\P, K) = (2TT)-8 / IB(2<2)[1 + nB(2C)][n,.(P+ Q) - «,(/> - Q]

x [n,(K+Q) - n,(K-Q)\ 2 \Tt](Q\P, K)\2. (5.3)
spins

In passing we mention that this formula remains valid even when the particle
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species are at different temperatures; the one temperature is then assigned to
nB(2Q) and the other to 1 + nB(2Q) =-nB(-2Q). To preserve the symmetry we
must allow the energy transfer to run over negative as well as positive values.

Irrespective of whether the temperatures are equal or not, the reduction of the
collision bracket (5.1) runs entirely along the same lines as in sections 3, 4, and
finally leads to

CO 1 30

<^l*>,y = (4^r)2 / d|6|2 j d(Q0/\Q\) j dP0
o -i P-

» 2TT

x J dK0 J d<£ W^QlP, AT)A^0 • Axif • (5.4)

K.. 0

The lower limits of the energy integrations are now

m
2 \ 1/2

• ( 5 5 )

and a similar expression for /f_ with m, instead of m,-.
In practical calcluiations the trial functions need to be expressed in terms of

the relevant integration variables. For convenience we list some ancillary
formulae, taken from section 4, which serve this purpose:

\P\2 = P2
0~(l-Ql/\Q\2)Pt, (5.6)

2 2 2 2 \ 2 , (5-7)

(5.8)

os<t>. (5.9)

One may notice that the mass only enters through P_ and that these relations are
the same, whether the particles are identical or not. The corresponding formulae
for K are obtained by replacing P by K at the appropriate places.
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The method for reducing collision brackets, developed in a previous paper, is applied to a hot
classical plasma, a highly degenerate plasma, and a neutrino-nucleus system as a particular example
of a Lorentz model. Various known results are rederived from a unified point of view, and
generalized relativistically. In particular the quantum-mechanical Balescu-Guernsey-Lenard
(BGL) bracket is studied and reduced to a twofold collision integral. With regards to degenerate
systems, the method is shown to be superior to the standard phase-space decomposition (PSD)
approximation to the extent that the first finite-temperature contribution, which may be substantial,
is furnished correctly. For a statistically screened interacton this is corroborated by numerical
calculation of the exact fourfold integral expression for the collision bracket, which appears to be
well suited for integration by the Monte Carlo routine VEGAS.

1. Introduction

As in the preceding paper1), hereafter referred to as I, we consider collision
brackets, i.e. matrix elements of the linearized collision operator, typical of
quantum kinetic theory. The problem is the calculation of the twelvefold integral
over the momenta of the colliding particles, weighted by the associated
distribution functions and scattering probability. As a first step, we have effected
in paper I a reduction to a fivefold integral using no more than energy-
momentum conservation and the system's isotropy in the rest frame. A special
feature of our reduction method is that energy and momentum transfer are used
as basic dynamical variables, in lieu of the more conventional scattering angle or
impact parameter, and that quantum statistics is fully taken into account.

In the present paper we apply the general result to some physically interesting
systems which allow a further reduction of the collision integral in virtue of the
smallness of one or more characteristic parameters. For the sake of illustration
and comparison with earlier work, we shall focus on the collision bracket
determining the heat conductivity in the Chapman-Cowling one-Sonine polyno-

0378-4371 /86/$03.50 © Elsevier Science Publishers BY.
(North-Holland Physics Publishing Division)
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mial approximation2). As a matter of course we shall occasionally arrive at
generalizations and improvements of known results.

First we shall consider the soft-collision approximation which one obtains by
an expansion of the distribution functions with respect to the energy-momen-
tum transfer, retaining only quadratic terms. We expect the ensuing expression
to have the appearance of a generalized Landau bracket, that is, a matrix
element of the linearized Landau collision operator3) for arbitrary statistics and
dynamics4"6). We pursue this question for the special case of a dynamically
screened Coulomb interaction, and show that the pertinent collision bracket is
nothing but a matrix element of the linearized quantum-mechanical Balescu-
Guernsey-Lenard (BGL) collision operator7). Apart from the statistics, the
main difference with the classical BGL bracket8) is that the kinematical
restrictions are still those of the original binary-collision bracket. As a con-
sequence, the momentum transfer is effectively cut off at the average momen-
tum of the particles, and the quantum-mechanical BGL bracket does not have
the divergence charcteristic of the classical BGL equation. This is a convenient
feature in calculations with composite collision kernels9), even when all
calculations are done classically8'10), because it obviates the need for an ad hoc
cut-off parameter.

Our second application concerns a degenerate Fermi system at low tempera-
tures. The standard technique for calculating collision brackets for such systems
is the phase-space decomposition (PSD) approximation, originally introduced
by Abrikosov and Khalatnikov"). In section 3 we shall outline a simpler and
more effective procedure, which also has the advantage that it encompasses a
wider temperature range. We consider in particular a degenerate plasma with a
statically screened interaction and calculate again the bracket connected with the
heat conductivity. As it turns out, the validity of the leading result provided by
the PSD approximation is confined to extremely low temperatures12). In our
approach the bracket is found to be represented by a one-dimensional integral
over the energy transfer, occurring already in the work of Lampe13), which
contains the temperature as a parameter and which must be calculated
numerically. The numerical results obtained in this way compare favourably
with the values provided by a numerical integration of the exact collision
bracket.

The last system to be considered is a special binary mixture, the Lorentz
model, of particles with widely different masses in which only collisions between
unlike particles are taken into account. Furthermore, we assume that the heavy
particles behave classically and non-relativistically. Under these conditions the
expression for the collision bracket can be greatly simplified. Of the many
applications of the Lorentz gas model, we choose as our example the astrophysi-
cally interesting system of neutrinos and heavy nuclei14). Using the relevant
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weak-interaction scattering probability, we evaluate the heat-conductivity brac-
ket in terms of a Fermi integral.

The special examples treated in the present paper serve to illustrate the
effectiveness and flexibility of our reduction method. In all cases we start from
the same fivefold integral, irrespective of the kind of system, and then use the
system's typifying characteristics to further evaluate the collision bracket. In a
next paper we shall address the question of quasi-particles and the problem of
reducing collision brackets as they occur in the Landau theory of normal Fermi
liquids.

2. Soft-collision expansion

In this section we assume that the interaction is such that collisions with small
energy and momentum transfer (soft collisions) dominate, small meaning as
compared to the temperature and the mean momentum, respectively. This
suggests that we expand the collision bracket with respect to these small
parameters. To begin with we consider (1.3.9) and set

n(P + Q) - n(P - Q) - -2fSQon(P)[l + Vn(P)] (2.1)

with the aid of the identity

(2.2)

satisfied by the equilibrium distribution function (1.2.3). If we now also replace
the Bose distribution function by its high-temperature limit nB(2Q) — (2/3 Qo)~\
we discover that to lowest order the energy transfer drops out of the distribution
functions. Therefore, the statistical scattering probability, cf. (1.5.3), may be
replaced in this approximation by the limit expression

WL(Q \P,K) = (2*-)-8«(P)[l + Vn(P))n(K)[l + Vn(K))

x 2 \HQ\P,K)\2, (2.3)
spins

where T is the scattering amplitude. One may note that in the classical case
(77 = 0) actually no approximation is involved as yet, since the energy transfer
drops out of the distribution functions anyway.

When the kernel (2.3) is used in the collision bracket (1.4.12) the expression
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becomes

* 1 *. oo 2ir

, c . f f f r
= (4TT) d|Q| d(Q 0 / |6 | ) dP0 I dtfn d<£

J J J J J
0

,K)Ail/-&x, (2-4)

where the differences (1.2.4) may also be expanded as

A*-A* = cr<r[^-^][^-^] (2.5)

in consistency with the soft-collision approximation. We note, however, that in
practical calculations one usually employs low-order polynomials as trial
functions. The calculational advantage offered by the expansion (2.5) is then
minor or even nil as in the example to be treated below.

3. BGL bracket

In plasmas soft collisions are subject to collective effects which may be taken
into account via a dynamically screened Coulomb interaction and a Born
scattering probability of the form

P2K2

2 \T(Q\P,K)\2=2g2(4™)2 " " (3.1)
spins (2 |e |) |e(2£?H,2|g|)|

Here g is the spin-weight factor of the particles, a the fine-structure constant,
and e(2Q0,2\Q\) the longitudinal dielectric function of the plasma. The factor 2
in front takes care of the exchange symmetry; the interference term can be
neglected on account of the soft-collision dominance. If this effective interaction
is used in (2.3), the ensuing expression (2.4) is just the quantum-mechanical
BGL collision bracket as considered, for example, by Williams and DeWitt"),
albeit with the inclusion of statistics and relativistic dynamics. In contrast to the
classical BGL bracket, the quantum-mechanical expression is convergent and
does not require an ad hoc regularization for large momentum transfers because
the thermal wavelength is brought in as a short-distance cut-off.

How this mechanism works is best illustrated by a specific example. For easy
comparision with the literature we ignore the Fermi statistics and consider a
classical electron plasma. For the trial functions we take ij> = x = Po P', in the
non-relativistic limit this is equivalent to the one-Sonine polynomial approxim-
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ation as customarily used in the calculation of the heat conductivity2). Imple-
menting the substitution to the new variables (1.3.2,3) and using the ancillary
formulae (1.5.6-9), we easily calculate Ai/» • A* for this case as being equal to

(Ap0p)2 = \Q\2[(P0 - K0)\l + 3x2) + 2*2(1 - x2)(P0K0 - />!)]

-2Q2
0PTKTcos<f>, (3.2)

where Pr and KT are the transverse momenta, cf. (1.4.11), P_ is the lower limit
(1.4.8), and we have set Qof\Q\ = x.

Inserting the last expression into (2.4), together with (2.3) and (3.1), we can
perform the trivial angle integration, and also the integration over the energies
Po, Ko, due to the restriction to classical statistics. This then leads to a linear
combination of collision integrals of the type:

The reduced variables are x=Qol\Q\ as before, and y = 2/3\Q\. In the
denominator we find the plasma dielectric function which in the static approxim-
ation reduces to

(3.4)

with KD the inverse Debye screening length.
In the integrand of (3.3) we find back the lower limit

which derives, as one may recall, from the phase-space restrictions of the
original collision bracket. It is the very presence of the exponential factor in
(3.3) that is responsible for the cut-off at large momenta and the finiteness of the
collision integral. To show this explicitly we consider two limiting cases, namely,
the non-relativistic and ultra-relativistic limits. Moreover, we shall confine
ourselves to the dominant, i.e. logarithmic, contributions. This implies that all
^-integrals with s > 0, and ultra-relativistically also with t > 0, may be dropped,
since they do not give rise to a logarithmic term after integration over the
momentum transfer. Dynamic effects also lead to subdominant corrections, and
for this reason the frequency dependence in the dielectric function can be
ignored which results in using (3.4).
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4. Heat conductivity

In the non-relativisitic limit we have jSm > 1, and we may expand and replace
(3.5) by /3F_ = /3m(l + \x2) + \y2tfim. For the integral (3.3) we then obtain in
the static limit the asymptotic expression:

<P^ = {PmT\£Kofn^. (4.1)

The statically screened collision integrals

2s+3

r , - ^ — 5 e ^ ™ , (4.2)

with £2 = fimx2, 7} = 2\Q\JKD and /I2 = 4m//3K2,, are essentially the same as
99)those introduced by Williams and DeWitt9). Their leading logarithmic contrib-

ution is found to be

i 0 ) 1 / 2 (4.3)

in terms of the gamma-function.
Non-relativistically, the collision bracket under consideration may be written

as

(PoP\L\PoP)n., = *~Ya'(mTTe™"-W +2nl ' ; 0 ) ] . (4.4)

where only the highest power of /3m has been taken into account. Using the
asymptotic formula (4.3), we obtain for this non-relativistic collision bracket

cp]X< , (4.5)

with

75 T5'2 1
A ( 4 6 )

the well-known one-Sonine polynomial approximation to the heat conductivity
of an electron gas2). The quadratic factor in front may be regarded as the
normalization of the trial functions employed. It depends on the particle density
N = g(mT/2ir)3'2 exp(/3/t - /3m), and the heat capacity per particle cp which
has the value | for a non-relativistic gas.

If we compare the above results with classical BGL calculations8), we discern
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no difference except that the classical counterparts of the /7-integrals (4.2) lack
the second exponential damping factor. Instead, convergence must be ensured
by an ad hoc cut-off at the upper integration limit. This is easily understood if
one realizes that the quantum-mechanical cut-off A is nothing but the ratio of the
Debye and thermal wavelengths. In the classical limit h—*0 this ratio becomes
infinite and the BGL bracket indeterminate. This defect is cured in convergent
kinetic theory by the use of composite collision kernels8'9).

The ultra-relativistic case may be discussed in a similar vein. Putting the mass
equal to zero in (3.5), we have @P_ = \y and we find the ultra-relativistic
analogues of (4.1) and (4.2) as

00

the cut-off parameter now having the value A = ( /3K D )" ' . In the dominant-term
approximation we can express our collision bracket as

<P€P\L\p0P)u.,. = M2aTN)2nl°l . (4.9)

Calculating the required collision integral to leading order in A we find an
expression formally identical to the right-hand side of (4.5), but with

5 T2 1
< 4 1 0 )

the ultra-relativistic heat conductivity. We used here the fact that for a system of
massless particles the density
capacity has the value cp = 4.
massless particles the density is given by N = g-n~2T3 QP* and that the heat

5. Degenerate fermion system

At low temperature the Fermi-Dirac distribution function approaches the
step-function form

n(p)~8(sF-p0), (5.1)

where e0 = fi(T = 0) is the Fermi energy for which we may write el = pi + m2 in
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terms of the radius of the Fermi sphere pf = (3TT2N)1/3 with N the particle
density. In the energy integrals the most important region is then that near the
Fermi surface: pt) — fiF~ T. The step function is slightly blurred there, and
corrections can be expressed as a power series in 77 TF, where TF = eF — m is the
Fermi temperature. In the following we shall assume that the ratio TITV is small
enough so that quadratic terms may be neglected.

We first consider energy integrals in the collision bracket (1.4.12) of the type

- n(P - Q)]

x[n(K +Q)- n(K - Q)]{PU - tf{Ka - nf . (5.2)

We wish to calculate this integral to lowest order in T. Because we have Qo ~ T
owing to the Bose distribution function in (1.3.9), we may stick to the lowest
order in Q(), and we then find

/<"> = 4Q2
n6(eF - P_)(((P0 - fi)r(K{) - /*/>> . (5.3)

Here the mean value of an arbitrary function /(*, y), with x = /3(P(I - /u.),
y = @(K0 - /A), has been defined according to

(5.4)

The mean value of a product as occurring in (5.3) factorizes into two separate
averages which can be expressed in terms of the Riemann £ -function

= 2(l-2'->!<r(/-)r, (5.5)

if r is even; the average is zero if r is odd. Other combinations can be treated
similarly by writing Pa = {P{) - ju,) + /j. and by retaining the lowest non-vanishing
contribution in T. For example

= < < ( * « ) ' » = ( % ) ' , (5.6)

2 2 2 (5.7)
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One may notice that these rules amount to the simple replacement of Po and Ko

by eF, except in cases like (5.7) where this prescription would yield a vanishing
result.

From (5.3) we also learn that the integral vanishes if the lower boundary
(1.4.8) exceeds the Fermi energy. Setting P_ = eF and solving for \Q\, we find
that, in virtue of the smallness of Q\lp\, the momentum transfer is limited to
the values |G|*S/?F. Similarly, solving for the ratio Q0/\Q\, we arrive at the
inequality £>Q/|G|2 ^PF^SP- Hence we can translate the phase-space restrictions
P_, K_^ eF into limits of integration for the variables \Q\ and Qo. In this way
we obtain for the collision bracket, as it applies to a degenerate Fermi system,
the expression

g = 8(277)-" j dQ0QlnB{2Q)[l + n
o

Pf

x f d|g| f dJ(2 \T(Q\P,K)\2A4i-Ax)), (5-8)
Qoi'Pr

where we have pushed the upper limit of the Qo integration to infinity. The
averaging symbol should be interpreted to mean that all energy factors are to be
replaced by their mean value in the sense (5.4). The final calculation has now
been reduced to an integration over the energy-momentum transfer, and one
single angle.

6. Degenerate plasma

As a specific example, we take the case of a degenerate plasma with a static
screened Coulomb interaction, that is, we insert into (5.8) the screened
amplitude (3.1) with the static dielectric function (3.4) and spin-weight g = 2. If
we use the same trial function as before, we obtain with the help of (3.2) inserted
into (5.8) after a simple calculation the following linear combination:

+ (47r 2 /3) /T 2D ( l l ) - A~2D(2A)] (6.1)

of collision integrals
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The reduced integration variables are u = 2/3Q0 and 77 = 2\Q\ /KD; the coilisional
integral depends on the two dimensionless parameters A = 2/?F/KD and £ =
TeF/pFKD. The bracket (6.1) is inversely proportional to the heat conductivity in
the low temperature limit12)

A further simplification presents itself because a screened interaction of the
kind considered here makes sense only when A > 1. We will just take yl = °° in
(6.1), (6.2), and worry about the error later. The only physical variable left in
the problem is then £ = (Tf:eF/pFKD)T/TF, which is of order T/TF, but not
necessarily small since the multiplicative factor is of the same magnitude as A.
This already indicates that an expansion with respect to £ will not be very useful.
However, the 77-integration in (6.2) can be performed analytically giving for the
collision bracket.

(PoP\L\pop)deg= h\WT2N]X'G(Z), (6.4)

where the function G(g) has the integral representation

V) arctan h ~3^"]' (6-5)

and is normalized such that G(0) = 1. This very same formula has been derived
by Lampe13) for a non-relativistic degenerate electron plasma, albeit by an
altogether different route, and with the non-relativistic value m for £F. As one
can see in the first figure, the function G(£), which carries the dynamical
information, is strongly non-linear: for (= 0.06 the bracket (6.4) already
deviates by a factor 2 from its low temperature limit, and by more than two
decades for £ = 1. This precludes any meaningful expansion with respect to £ or
7 7 V

In order to test the range of validity of the reduced integral expression (5.8)
and the approximation (6.4), we have numerically integrated the exact fourfold
integral expression obtained from (1.4.12) by performing analytically the
angular integration, for the case at hand with the help of the integration routine
VEGAS15). In fig. 1 we have plotted the ratio

(PoP\L\PoP)CX
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0.0 1.0

Fig. 1. Plot of G '(£), drawn line, eq. (6.5), and the ratio R(£), eq. (6.6), for A = 20 and two
values Prlm = 2.5 (A), 0.1 (Q).

that is, the bracket (6.4) at $ = 0 divided by the exact numerical value. At small
values of £ and large values of A this ratio must approach the value one. The
computer results in the first figure are for a constant high value of A, and two
values pF, one relativistic and the other non-relativisitic. Also drawn is the
function G~'(£)- One sees that /?(£ = 1, /I = 20, pFlm = 2.5) differs by about
30% from G~\l), while R(£ = 1, A = 20, pF/m = 0.1) differs by no more than
8%. This is not surprising, if one observes that we have systematically neglected
corrections of order (T/pF)2. Since we have T/pF = (£;/A)(2pF/eF), it follows
that these corrections are smaller non-relativisitically than reiativisticaily for the
same values of £ and A.

For a degenerate electron gas the appropriate screening length K ^ ' is the
inverse of the Thomas-Fermi wavenumber given by K^ = {Aalir)pFeF, which
implies the relation A2 = (a/ir)(eF/pF). Hence, the value of A determines in this
case whether the electrons are relativistic or non-relativistic. The condition that
A should be large puts a lower bound on pFlef, and so requires at least
semi-relativistic conditions. In fig. 2 we have plotted R * G for the case of
Thomas-Fermi screening. The value A = 20 means that the electrons are
relativistic, and the error is of order (Tlpf)

2 as explained above. This error is
much smaller at the non-relativisitic value A = 4, but now the finite A correc-
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0.5
Q.O 0-2 0.4 0 .6 1.0

KSI

Fig. 2. The function G multiplied by the exact value R as a function of f for Thomas-Fermi
screening; the three parameter values A =20 ( • ) , 8 (A), 4 (*) correspond to pr7m = 2.5, 0.15,
0.04, respectively.

tions, which were neglected in going from (6.1) to (6.4), become visible. These
two types of corrections have opposite signs which explains the remarkable
agreement at the intermediate value A = 8.

From these results we infer that the reduced threefold integral expression
(5.8) for the collision bracket can be used with some confidence to evaluate
collision brackets for degenerate fermion systems. Even at moderate degeneracy
the agreement is rather good, the errors being essentially of order (T/pf)~. We
expect that this conclusion will be no different for other trial functions and
interactions.

7. PSD-approximation

When finite-temperature corrections are entirely disregarded, one is left with
eq. (6.4) without the function G(g). This same result would have been obtained
if we had relied on the standard phase-space decomposition (PSD) approxim-
ation for calculating the bracket. Historically, this approximation was intro-
duced by Abrikosov and Khalatnikov") as a method of solving the transport
equation for low-temperature Fermi liquids. But the method is also frequently
used to calculate collision brackets. We shall refrain from describing the PSD
approximation here because detailed accounts can be found in the literature ).

However, for the sake of comparison, we shall give the result
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x n(x])n(x2)n(x3)n(x4)S(xi + x2 + x, + xA)

x l d0s in j0 dtj) 2/ \T(9, <j>)\ A(/r • A* , (7.1)
o o spins

which is obtained when the PSD approximation is applied to the collision
bracket (1.2.2). The ^-variables are the energies of the particles before and after
collision measured with respect to the Fermi-energy and scaled by the tempera-
ture: *! = p(p0 - fi), x2 = /3(k0 - fi), x3 = /3(M - pi),x, = 0( fx - £,',). In terms
of these variables the Fermi occupation numbers all have the simple form
n(x) = (e* + I)"1. To explain the other variables: 0 is the angle between the
momenta/; and k, which in the PSD-approximation equals the angle between/;'
and k'; the azimuthal angle <f> measures the orientation of the plane containing/;
and k with respect to the plane containing/?' and k', see figs. 1 and 2 in ref. 16.
Finally, T(§, <j>) represents the scattering amplitude expressed in the angular
variables with all energies put equal to the Fermi energy eF and the absolute
value of all momenta put equal to pF. This implies that the energy-transfer
2Q0 = T(xj + x3) is put equal to zero.

It is this assumption that the energy transfer in the collision may be neglected
which allows a decoupling of the angular and energy integrations in the
PSD-method. Then the connection with the variables as used in the present
paper is

|C |=p F s in |0~sin \4> , (7.2)

, COS 3 0
COS20 ( 2 _ s i n 2 l0- s i n2 iff,)112 '

and the jacobian of the transformation has the value

1

e, 4cos he
(7.4)

These relations are of use if one wishes to compare the PSD-expression (7.1)
with the collision bracket (5.8).

The PSD-approximation correctly furnishes the leading term (unless the
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interaction is very sensitive to small energy transfers), but not the finite-
temperature corrections. For a statically screened interaction Lampe13) has
analyzed this problem and traced the difficulty to the treatment of the
momentum transfer, which in the PSD-scheme is approximated as in (7.2). For
small values \Q\ ~ T this approximation is inaccurate because then the correc-
tions are of comparable order. Furthermore, in the PSD-approximation the
energy and momentum transfer are decoupled and the restriction Ql/\Q\2^
pl/el is violated. The errors introduced thereby are of linear order in T, and
most felt in soft collisions. The effectiveness of the PSD-approximation as a
calculational tool is, therefore, restricted to the very low temperature domain.
This may be contrasted with our scheme which was designed to deal with all
contributions to the collision bracket up to order (T/TF)2, including possible
non-analytic effects coming from the interaction. Still our final result is not more
complicated: as one can see, the PSD-approximation reduces the number of
remaining integrations to six, or effectively five, because of energy conservation,
whereas we end up with only three integrations.

8. Lorentz model

In the remainder of this paper we work out the reduction of the collision
bracket (1.5.4) for the case that it pertains to a binary mixture consisting of two
species with widely disparate masses. We suppose that the mass m. = M of the
heavy particles is much larger than the temperature: ( 3 M ^ 1 , and that the mass
my = m of the light particles is negligible compared to the heavy mass: mIM < 1.
We now wish to calculate the collision bracket to lowest order in these two small
parameters, also assuming that the heavy particles obey Maxwell statistics.

On account of the heavy mass and the inequality (1.4.2), we may conclude
that the ratio Q2,f\Q\2 =s TIM is a small quantity. Furthermore, the distribution
function of the light particles provides a cut-off scale for the momentum transfer:
\Q\2 =£ mT if m > T, and \Q\2 s£ T2 if m < T. Combining these inequalities with
the one for Qo, we find in both cases the characteristic property of the Lorentz
model, namely, a negligible energy transfer: @2Ql < 1. We can therefore expand
the distribution functions in the statistical scattering probability (1.5.3) for small
Q(), to arrive at

W^Q \P,K)= - ^ «M(P)n,.(/O[l + iyi,.(K)] 2 I Ttj{Q\ P, * )£„ .„ ,
\t-Tl) spins

(8.1)

where nM(P) is the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution function of the heavy
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particles. Like in the soft-collision approximation, the energy-transfer has
disappeared from the distribution functions. In the scattering probability Ql( can
just be taken equal to zero.

The collision bracket can be further simplified by expanding the lower limits
P_ and K_, cf. (1.5.5), with respect to the small parameters:

\Q2
OI\Q\2), (8.2)

K_=(\Q\2 + m2)U2. (8.3)

The first correction in Q2
OI\Q\2 has been retained to preserve the proper

phase-space restrictions; see (9.4) below. The ancillary formulae (1.5.6-9) that
are needed to express the trial functions and the scattering probability in terms
of the transfer variables, may be replaced by

\P\2 = P2
Q-M2, (8.4)

\K\2 = K\-m*-\Q\\ (8.5)

PQ = KQ = 0, (8.6)

P-K = \P\\K\ cos <t> , (8.7)

where QQ has been set equal to zero everywhere. In most cases the angle
integration will be easy to do, while also the integration over Po usually can be
carried out analytically because of the Maxwell form of the distribution function.
For the purpose of illustration we shall conclude with a look at an explicit
example.

9. Neutrino-nucleus mixture

An interesting physical system that falls into the category of Lorentz models is
a mixture of massless neutrinos and heavy nuclei14). This neutrino system plays
a role during the later stages of stellar evolution when the hot dense core
becomes opaque even for neutrinos. Among the several scattering processes
contributing to neutrino opacity, a dominant one is the weak neutral-current
scattering of neutrinos by nuclei. The cross section for this scattering process is
proportional to the square of the nucleon number A (for the case of equal
neutron and proton numbers), and the probability for neutrino-nucleus scatter-
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ing17) written in our variables takes the form

\AQ\P K)\\A =2TTA2CT(T)P2PI(KI - \Q\2). (9.1)

)2/The quantity cr(T) = (a0GT)2/7r is a characteristic cross section for vA scatter-
ing, with aa = 0.23 the coefficient of the isoscalar part of the neutral current, and
G the weak coupling constant.

The typical energies involved here (~10 MeV) are quite low compared to the
mass M, which permits the nuclei to be treated non-relativistically. Moreover,
the nuclei may be supposed to be in local thermodynamic equilibrium, implying
that the difference (1.5.2) of the trial functions involves only neutrino variables:

A^A = Wv = \[^{K - (?) - 4,K(K + Q)\. (9.2)

Furthermore, we may assume, Qo being very small, that A ^ is a function of Ku

and |Q| only. Neither the scattering probability (9.1) nor the trial function (9.2)
then depends on the angle </>, and integration just yields a factor 2v.

The /^-integration involves a Maxwell distribution function, and can be
performed explicitly:

dPa Plnu{P) = {2Trf'\(iM)V2NA exp(-\(3Mx2). (9.3)

Here NA denotes the density of nuclei, and x the ratio QJ\Q\. The exponential
provides the proper cut-off for x, and this is the only place where x occurs in the
collision bracket. Integration yields

i

(9.4)

on account of /3M being large.
Using these partial results we obtain for the vA collision bracket as it follows

from (1.5.4) with the help of (8.1), and (9.1) through (9.4):

dK0
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Such twofold integral expressions (albeit with a scattering-angle integration
instead of a momentum-transfer integration) are typical of a kinetic theory based
on the Boltzmann-Lorentz equation.

For given trial functions the above collision bracket can be further evaluated.
This yields the various transport properties - heat conduction, diffusion, and
viscosity - via the well-known variational approximation scheme18). However,
an interesting technical point arises here. Indeed, the standard one-polynomial
approximation is incorrect by a factor of two at least if one of the usual Sonine or
Laguerre polynomials is used, but the approximation is highly accurate if an
unconventional trial function with negative powers of the energy is employed.
The explanation lies in the increase with energy of the neutrino cross section.
This causes the distribution function to decrease more rapidly at higher energies
as exact solutions show19'20), and a good trial function should mimick this
behaviour.

With regard to the heat conductivity such a good trial function is ij/v = xn
 =

p/p0. Because we neglect the £>0-clependence, the difference (9.2) takes the
simple form

The momentum-transfer integration in (9.5) is now trivial, and we obtain

{plpo\L\plpo)rA = 4Tr'2A2Tio-(T)NAF4(PiJil,), (9.7)

where

x5'1 dx

o
exp(x -

(9.8)

is the Fermi integral as a function of the reduced neutrino chemical potential
y - JS/LI,, . The latter is determined by the neutrino density Nv and the neutrino
temperature according to the relation Nv = v'lT F3(J3/A,,). AS implied by the
derivation, expression (9.7) for the collision bracket is exact to first order in
Tim ~ 10~4. It is valid for arbitrary neutrino degeneracy, and is independent of
the matter temperature.
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It is shown that the collision bracket of the linearized quasiparticle Boltzmann equation can be
reduced to a five-fold integral expression. It generalizes earlier work in so far that it accomodates
an energy dependent effective mass and allows the calculation of transport coefficients for
quasiparticle systems at finite temperature. As an example, the thermal conductivity of liquid 'He
is calculated for a simple one-Landau parameter model for various pressures. The result,
parametrized by a single reduced temperature, compares favourably with Greywall's experimental
data.

1. Introduction

In the third paper of this series we extend the energy-momentum-transfer
reduction method for collision brackets, developed in papers I and II1'2), to
quantum fluids. In particular, we shall be concerned with the calculation of
collision brackets in the context of the Landau-Fermi-liquid theory, which may
be regarded as the application of Landau's quasiparticle concept to strongly-
interacting fermion systems. This theory has proved to be quite successful in
explaining the equilibrium and non-equilibrium properties of normal Fermi
liquids at low temperature, as there are liquid 3He3), electrons in metals4),
nuclear matter5), and neutron stars6). We shall not attempt to describe the
physical content of the Landau theory in any depth here, but trust that the
reader will find Baym and Pethick's review article3) more than adequate.

The underlying ideas of the Landau theory are quite general and virtually
independent of the specific features of the interaction. Elsewhere78) Leermak-
ers and van Weert have formulated a covariant generalization of the Landau

0378-4371/86/$03.50 © Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
(North-Holland Physics Publishing Division)
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theory presumably applicable to systems at finite temperature. On the basis of
perturbation theory they argued that relativistic Fermi systems, like the
quark-gluon plasma, may be amenable to a single-particle description in terms
of quasifermions and damped collective modes. Here we narrow this down to
'he premise that the standard quasiparticle Boltzmann equation may provide
an adequate description of Fermi liquids outside equilibrium, not only at very
low, but also at finite temperature.

Like in the preceding papers we shall concentrate on the variational
calculation of the transport coefficients, and for definiteness we confine our-
selves to the thermal conductivity. The fact that we are now dealing with
quasiparticles manifests itself in the dispersion relation which determines the
quasiparticle energy as a function of momentum. In general, this dispersion
relation depends on the system studied, and the quasiparticle energy itself will
be a functional of the quasiparticle distribution function. Nonetheless, we shall
be able to proceed as before and reduce the collision bracket to a five-fold
integral expression, provided that the effective mass, which may be energy
dependent, is a positive definite quantity. After some preliminary consider-
ations, this reduction procedure is described in section 4.

The limiting low-temperature behaviour of the transport coefficients of
normal Fermi liquids was first discussed in detail by Abrikosov and Khalat-
nikov4). Their method of reducing the collision integral has evolved into the
standard phase-space decomposition (PSD) method described in ref. 3. We
already mentioned in paper II, however, that the decoupling of the angular and
energy integrations, only works when the energy transfer in the quasiparticle
collisions can be neglected. As stressed by Pethick10"), the first finite-
temperature corrections to the low-temperature transport coefficients arise
from dynamically-screened quasiparticle collisions in which the energy transfer
is a crucial dynamical variable. By an ingeneous perturbative calculation Dy
and Pethick12) were able to obtain these leading finite-temperature corrections
to the transport coefficients for liquid 3He, and they show that the theoretical
values are in fair agreement with the experimental data at low pressure.

Since the details of these calculations are rather complicated, we raise the
question whether it would be possible to arrive at these important results in a
less tiresome manner with the help of our reduction method. We address
ourselves to this question in section 5 and answer it in the affirmative. In fact,
we will obtain a concise variational estimate for the thermal conductivity which
covers not only the linear deviations from the low temperature value, but the
whole range of Greywall's experimental low-temperature data1'1). Surprisingly
enough, these data can be fitted rather well by a simple one-Landau parameter
model14) inspired by some recent semi-microscopic calculations o( the scatter-
ing amplitude1"1).
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2. Effective mass

It is well known that the macroscopic properties of a normal Fermi liquid
may conveniently be described as those of a gas of elementary excitations, the
Landau quasiparticles3). Their energy po = e(p) is defined by functionally
differentiating the energy density with respect to the quasiparticle momentum
distribution function np. Alternatively8"16), we may define the spectral functionnp
H(p) of the system by varying the thermodynamic potential

(2.1)

with respect to the distribution function n(p) regarded as a function of both
energy and momentum p = p11 = (p0, p). The characteristic property of the
spectrum of a Fermi liquid is then that the spectral function has a step-function
form

H{p) = ge[pQ-e(p)}, (2.2)

where g = 2 is the spin-weight factor. Again, s(p) is the energy of the
quasiparticles in the restframe of the system as a function of (the modulus of)
the momentum/'. In general, the quasiparticle energy is also a functional of the
equilibrium distribution

n(p) = [expp(po-v.)+l]-1 , (2.3)

and, thus, a function of the temperature T = 0 ~' and the chemical potential fi.
It will appear useful for the following to assume that the dispersion relation

of the quasiparticle can be solved for \p\ as a function of the energy pQ, and can
be written as

|p | = y(pn)- (2.4)

The function y(p()) is supposed to be monotonically rising for all values of pn

greater than the rest energy m denned by

m = e(0) , (2.5)

and to be zero otherwise. We also introduce an energy-dependent effective
mass
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(2.6)

At the Fermi surface ( 7 = 0, p(J = eF) this definition coincides with the usual
one: nip = m*(eF).

The effective mass satisfies an integral relation which involves the interaction
function F(p, p') defined as the second functional derivative of the ther-
modynamic potential8"16). We start from the sum rule

' ,. , dn' , v

' > ' (2J)

derived by van Weert and Leermakers8) on the basis of Lorentz covariance in
analogy to the derivation of Landau's well-known sum rule based on Galilean
invariance. The form of the spectral function (2.2) implies that we may write

, P') = 82&(P0 - e(p))y(p, p')8(pl - e(p)). (2.8)

Inserting this into (2.7), we get with the help of (2.2) and (2.6)

<">

For free particles the interaction function vanishes and the effective mass
reduces to the free-particle energy p0 = vjp | 2 + m2.

In virtue of the dispersion relation (2.4), the interaction function y(p, p')
may be regarded as a function of the energies po> Po> a °d the angle 0 between
the momenta. Close to the Fermi surface we may replace the energies by eF

and introduce Landau parameters by expanding in Legendre polynomials:

f(0)y(p, p') = 2 A/P/icos 0). (2.10)

The expansion coefficients are related to the conventional Landau parameters
through

-TT> (2.11)

and the factor v(Q) = m^Pf/ir2 separated out at the left-hand side is the
number of quasiparticle states at tne Fermi surface per unit energy interval.
Using (2.10) we can work out the sum rule (2.9) in the degenerate limit to find
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(2.12)

Non-relativistically we have eF — m and we recover the well-known relation-
ship between the effective mass at the Fermi surface and the Landau
parameters5).

3. Transition rate

In order to be able to calculate transport coefficients for quasiparticle
systems, one has to specify the details of the collision integral. We will assume
that it is only necessary to consider number-conserving binary collisions from
quasi/particle initial states \\) = \p, k, or) with energy £, = p0 + k0 and spins cr,
to final states \f) = \p\ k', <x') with energy E, = /?,', + k'n and spins a'. If these
states are normalized in a box of volume V, the transition probability pei unit
time in V is given by

M/(f«-i) = 27rKf | / | i ) |25(£ f-£,) (3.1)

in terms of the scattering matrix element. The latter contains a Kronecker delta
expressing conservation of momentum. This allows us to write

V2[m*(po)m*(ko)m*(p^m-(ki)]"2(p\ k\ v'\t\p, k, a)

= Tn.(Q\P, K)VSQQ. , (3.2)

where the scattering amplitude matrix at the right-hand side is supposed to be
given as a function of the average four-momenta

P'^HP'+P"1), / f - h * " + * ' " ) . (3.3)

and the energy-momentum transfer

2Q"=p'l-pll* = k"'-k''=2Q"' . (3.4)

The volume factor in front of (3.2) can be absorbed into the momentum states
by renormalizing them to one particle per unit volume. Likewise, the effective-
mass factors, which have been inserted for later convenience, may be regarded
as a reseating of the momentum states.

The connection with the differential transition rate w(p'. k'\p,k) as it
occurs in the collision bracket (1.2.2) is now established by observing that the
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latter is a total transition rate per unit volume, and the former the differential
unpolarized transition rate per unit volume. This last rate is obtained from
(3.1) by summing over all spin states and by dividing by V. Moreover, a change
from a discrete to a continuous representation is involved which introduces a
factor V/(2ir)3 for each particle momentum. In total we have

w(p', k'\p,k) = {2-n-YnVi 2 W(f«-i). (3.5)

We substitute (3.1) with (3.2), and arrive in this way at the relationship

~ p, K)\2d<4)(2Q-2Q') (3.6)

between the differential transition rate and the scattering amplitude matrix. If
the particles are asymptotically free, the effective masses may be replaced by
the energies pQ etc., and relation (3.6) reduces to the one given in (1.3.6). In
relativistic scattering theory these energy factors p0 are introduced for the
purpose of having a covariant normalization of the momentum states, and a
frame-independent definition of the scattering rate and cross section").

For the reader who wonders about the covariance properties of the present
quasiparticle theory, we like to mention that quantities like the effective mass
and the scattering amplitude are all naturally defined with respect to the rest
frame, and are Lorentz scalars by definition. This may be made manifest by
replacing energies p0 etc. by the invariant expressions p • U etc., where V is
the macroscopic four-velocity of the system. Similarly, the inner product
between two three-momenta should be understood as p~k = —p-A-k, with
A*" = g*" - WU" the projector onto space-like directions.

As a rule, the quasiparticle scattering probability, being a scalar, will depend
on all five independent Lorentz scalars that can be constructed out of the
vectors £?M, /"*. K'*. a n d t n e velocity U* characterizing the rest frame. This
may be contrasted with the asymptotically free theory, where the scattering
probability and cross section are frame-independent, and only a function of
two scalars, e.g. the total energy and scattering angle in the centre-of-
momentum frame. However, in kinetic theory this difference is not as signific-
ant as it seems since the centre-of-momentum system still has to be fixed with
respect to the rest frame'7). This again brings in the system's velocity. With
regard to quasiparticles, the rest frame is priviliged ab initio, because these
entities do not even exist in the absence of a medium and the comoving
reference frame it defines.
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4. Reduction

Like for asymptotically free particles, the matrix elements of the linearized
quasiparticle collision operator are integrals of the form (1.2.2) over the initial
and final momenta of the two quasiparticles participating in a binary collision.
The dynamics is contained in the differential transition rate, which has to
conserve energy and momentum but is virtually arbitrary otherwise. Substitut-
ing (3.6) into (1.2.2), we obtain with the help of (1.3.8) for the quasiparticle
collision bracket

i*(/>o) ™*(Po) "»*(*U) m*(k'o)

x W(Q\P, K)Si4\p + k - p' - k') Aifi • A* , (4.1)

with

W(Q\P, K) = (2ir)-«rtB(2Q)[l + nB(2Q)][n(P + Q) - n{P - Q)\

nl2 (4.2)

the "statistical" transition rate. All symbols, except m*(pll) etc., have already
been defined in paper I, and have the same meaning here.

One of the problems in calculating the above expression is the complicated
momentum dependence of the quasiparticle energies appearing in (4.2). With
the aim of removing this momentum dependence, we use the dispersion
relation (2.4) to give the energy the status of an independent integration
variable,

$ $ s r 4 d V dV s[lpl2 ~ ?2(pMpf - >2(^J • <4-3)

By this operation we loose the effective mass factors which were specifically
introduced for this purpose. The /c-integrations may be treated analogously.

The next step is the transformation to the average (3.3) and transferred
(3.4) energy-momentum variables. In terms of these variables the dispersion
relations become

\P\2 = i[y\Po + Co) + y\Po - Go)] - ICl2. (4.4)

PQ = \P\\Q\ cos 0P = \{y\Pa + Qo) - y2(Pt) - QJ]. (4.5)
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and the integration elements

d V d V = l6d4Q dPod<f>pd cos 0P\P\2 d\P[. (4.6)

Following closely the reasoning of paper I, we will now use the 5-functions to
integrate out \P\ and cos 0P. The jacobian needed for this purpose is easily
evaluated,

d( | f | , cos^) ~W\\U\. {*•')

Combining (4.6) and (4.7) with (4.3) we arrive at the following simple
relationship:

between the initial and final momentum differential elements, on the one hand,
and the differential elements related to the energy-momentum transfer in the
rest frame, on the other.

On account of the 5-function in (4.1), one set of energy-momentum transfer
variables, let us say Q"1, cf. (3.4), can be integrated out immediately.
Furthermore, the direction of Q is irrelevant and so is one of the azimuthal
angles. Hence, inserting (4.8) and its k-variable analogue into (4.1), we can
reduce the collision bracket to

f d\d\ d(Q0/\Q\)dPodK0 j d<j> W(Q\P, K)A4>-AX ,

(4.9)

where W is the statistical transition rate (4.2), and the factor two arises because
Qo will be taken positive. Expression (4.9) is the same as derived for free
particles except for the integration domain 2), which requires a separate
discussion.

The integration limits on \Q\, Qo, PQ, Ko^0 derive from the kinematic
constraints imposed on a binary collision by the quasiparticle dispersion
relation. The allowed domain is delimited by the requirement that \P\2 as given
by (4.4) is positive, and that the value of cos2 6P as it follows from (4.5) lies in
the unit interval. Combining (4.4) with (4.5), we may write the latter restric-
tion as
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4 - 8\Q\2[y\P0 + Qa) + y\Pn - Qn)\

+ [y\Ptt + Q,,) - y\P0 - G,,)]2 ^ 0 . (4.10)

We immediately see that this inequality implies the former ones, and that the
region where either y(P0 + Qo) or y(Pa - Qo) vanishes is explicitly forbidden.
The energy Kn is subject to a similar condition. If we solve for the momentum
transfer, we get the two inequalities

Qa), (4.11)

Q0)*0, (4.12)

on account of the fact that y is monotonically rising.
For any given quasiparticle dispersion relation one may try to translate the

above inequalities into explicit upper and lower integration limits. However,
one should not forget that usually the full collision integral (4.9) will be too
complicated to be handled analytically anyway. It is then best to incorporate
the inequality (4.10), and the corresponding one for Kn, as they stand in the
numerical integration programme. In a Monte Carlo integration routine like
VEGAS18), this can be done at virtually no cost at all.

5. Normal Fermi liquid

One of the most important applications of the quasiparticle concept concerns
the low-temperature properties of normal Fermi liquids, i.e. fermion systems
whose low-lying excited states can be pictured as a gas of weakly-interacting
quasifermions. In the vicinity of the Fermi surface these excitations are
supposed to have a spectrum of the form

y(P<,)=PF + (Po- eF)m*, (5.1)

where pF is the Fermi momentum, eF the Fermi energy, and m? the effective
mass at the Fermi surface.

When we now examine the collision integral (4.9) for this case, we discover
that formally the problem is quite similar to that of a Fermi gas; cf. II, section
5. Indeed, like there we may replace the energy integrals by the average
(11.5.4). which nearly always amounts to just putting Po = Kn = eF. This
enables us to determine the values of \Q\ allowed by the inequalities (4.11, 12)
as
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<?„<//>,« 10! «/>,-, (5.2)

if quadratic corrections are neglected. As a result the collision integral (4.9)
becomes in the degenerate limit

<*W*>d,8 = 2(4,r)2fAQ0 Qlns{2Q)[\ + nB(2Q)}
0

x j d|e| |d<^((S \T(Q\P,K)\2A*-Ax)). (5.3)

The range of the (?0-integration has been extended to infinity because of the
exponential convergence of the integral.

Just like for a Fermi gas, the final three integrations involve one single angle
and the energy-momentum transfer. We may express the trial functions and the
transition probability in terms of these integration variables with the help of
the formulae

\P\2 = \K\2=pl-\Q\\ (5.4)

P-Q = K-Q = Qnm;, (5.5)

P• K = s2pl(\ - cos 4>) + (pl~ |G|2) cos 4>, (5.6)

where s = Qo
mP\Q\PF ^ 1 is essentially the ratio of the energy and momen-

tum transfers. These formulae are easily obtained by substitution of (5.1) into
(4.4) and (4.5), and by employing (1.4.9). As an example we again consider a
collision bracket with trial function iff = \ = P0P- ^ ° e combination that has to
be calculated is

2\)2)) = Q2
0\P-K\2+lf- T2\Q\\ (5.7)

with

\P - K\2 = 2pl{\ -s2- \Q\2/p2)(l - cos * ) . (5.8)

This result is obtained after a straightforward calculation with the aid of (3.3)
and (3.4), and (5.4) through (5.6). The average is the one defined in (II.5.4).

It is of interest to compare our result (5.3) with that of the standard PSD
reduction method (cf. II. sect. 7). If we had separated angle and energy
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integrations in the usual way, we would have recovered the six-fold integral
expression (II.7.1) as used, for instance, by Baym and Ebner (19J in their
calculation of the collision bracket for Fermi liquids. The PSD-approximation
is, in essence, a static approximation in which the energy transfer in a
quasiparticle collision is ignored. In those cases where this is allowed, it yields
the extreme low-temperature behaviour. However, it misses the finite-tempera-
ture deviations which increase more rapidly with temperature than one might
expect. Especially the small energy-transfer processes may greatly enhance
these finite-temperature effects. This is in fact a general feature of all normal
Fermi liquids10).

To understand this mechanism we first of all have to specify the interaction
between the quasiparticles in terms of the scattering amplitude for binary
collisions. To that end we note that the transition probability, after averaging,
can only be a function of Qo, \Q\, and <fi. We write

(5.9)

where s is the variable introduced under (5.6). Now it is important to make a
clear distinction between the regimes of very small \Q\, on the one hand, and
finite \Q\, on the other. Since Qo is of order T, we have s(\Q\/pF)= T/Tf =
const., so that in the one case s is finite and in the other almost negligible. We
shall refer to these two cases as the dynamic and static regimes, respectively.

Let us first consider the dynamic regime, i.e. 161 = 0. The transition am-
plitude can then be obtained by solving Landau's version of the Bethe-
Salpeter equation for arbitrary values of 5. If only one single Landau parameter
is taken into account, the solution is a dynamically screened scattering am-
plitude of the form10)

(5.10)

Here F is a (anti-symmetric) Landau parameter, and *(j) the Lindhard20)
dielectric function for \Q\/pF<£l. Performing the spin sums, one obtains for
small 5 and small 1 + F the angle-independent scattering probability

(5.11)

where A = F/(l + F) and A = 5 7r|y4|. The largest dynamical screening effect
occurs when 1 + F is much less than unity and, hence. A is large and negative.
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In this case it is consistent to use the small-s approximation because the
denominator cuts off the 5 values beyond A~\

We now turn to the static interaction which in principle can also be found
from a Bethe-Salpeter-like integral equation15). In this approach the effective
interaction is related to the irreducible vertex function in the limit of finite
momentum transfer and zero energy transfer. The final result, when expanded
in a Legendre series with respect to cos 4>, may be represented in terms of
momentum-dependent Landau parameters which reduce to the ordinary Land-
au parameters in the limit \Q\—*0. If we confine ourselves to the angle-
independent part, we have

> (5.12)

with ,4(0) = A.

The last two formulae together suggest a simple first approximation for the
scattering probability, namely, to take

(5.13)

where we added a factor of two to account for the exchange symmetry. The
scattering probabilities used in the actual calculation of transport coefficients
commonly involve higher partial waves and more than one Landau parameter.
Nevertheless, the theoretical values for the heat conductivity predicted by the
simple model (5.13) can be fitted rather accurately to the experimental data for
normal 3He, as will be demonstrated in the next section.

For this purpose we need the relevant Landau parameter as a function of
\Q\. On general grounds we may expect |<4(|g|)| to drop to zero for \Q\ = pv

corresponding to \P\ = \K\ = 0. The fall-off may be characterized by an effec-
tive cut-off momentum Qc defined by

A\ (5.14)

The average introduced here is

*> ( 5 1 5 )

for any function of \Q\ and <f>. A crude approximation would thus be to set
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(5.16)

with Qc an adjustable cut-off, and in fact such an ansatz is implicit in earlier
work1". However, more recent semi-microscopic calculations" indicate that
M(l(?l)l decreases more or less linearly with \Q\. This brings us to the
assumption that instead of a simple cut-off we should try

\A{\Q\)\2=*A2(\-\Q\lpTf. (5.17)

The corresponding cut-off parameter has the value Qc = \pr, which implies
that this model is controlled by the single Landau parameter A.

6. Thermal conductivity of 3He

Having specified a model for the interaction in a Fermi liquid we may now
calculate the collision bracket (5.3). We use the result to obtain an estimate for
the thermal conductivity coefficient A with the help of the well-known vsriat-
ional expression23)

(AT)'1 = lO8p-F"T'i(pnp\L\pnp)deg, (6.1)

neglecting finite-temperature corrections of order (T/TF)2.
Let us first consider eq. (6.1) using the simple model (5.13) with (5.16), in

which the momentum transfer cannot exceed the cut-off value Qc. Since QJpF

is supposed to be small we neglect quadratic corrections in this quantity. This
implies that we may drop the |(71-dependent terms in both (5.7) and (5.8). By
a similar argument the s2 term in (5.8) may be neglected, because j is
effectively cutoff at the small value A'1. With these simplifications it is easy to
obtain the relevant collision bracket

(Pop\L\pop)deg = (

lplA-\T2IT2
F), (6.2)

in terms of the typical collision integral

This integral depends on the reduced temperature T* = 770, where B =
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4TFQJpFA is the characteristic temperature that sets the scale of the finite-
temperature corrections. It has a value considerably less than the Fermi
temperature Tf = pFf2mF because of the small cut-off values it contains. Thus
even at very low temperatures T^Q the thermal conductivity can deviate
appreciably from its zero-temperature limit. This argument closely parallels the
one given in II, section 6, where we found large finite-temperature corrections
in the case of a statically screened degenerate plasma.

To linear order in the temperature the collision integral in eq. (6.2) can be
calculated as

= 1 - 225n- G(T*2) (6.4)

In fig. 1. we have plotted the left-hand side, together with the right-hand side,
as a function of the reduced temperature. One may notice that for T* =0.1 the
linear approximation is already off by a factor of two. This means that the
usefulness of (6.4) is restricted to very low temperature: T ^QATFQJpFA.
Nevertheless, it is instructive to use (6.4) in (6.2) to derive the following
expression for the thermal conductivity (6.1) to linear order in T:

(AT)'1 = mF
2p;6A2[(54/5)iT3Qc - l215a5)mFp;'AT] + C(T2). (6.5)

The first term is the inverse of the thermal conductivity (times 7") in the

1-0 r-

H( S . I )

0.0
o.o

Fig. I. Plot of the collision integral W* " (solid line), together with its linear approximation
(dashed), as a function of the reduced temperature T'.
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zero-temperature limit. As this term is proportional to Qc and independent of
A, we see that the low-temperature limit is determined by the static interac-
tion, in agreement with the PSD-approximation. In the second term we recover
Pethick's result'") for the linear finite-temperature correction to the thermal
conductivity. This term is independent of Qz and entirely due to dynamic
screening.

After these preliminaries, e consider the finite-temperature corrections
beyond the linear one. co- s * specific case of normal liquid 3He these
deviations have actually be. ..easured by Greywall13). In a separate note14)
we have reanalyzed his results and found that we may parametrize the thermal
conductivity as

Ar = (A7-)7..0[l + 2257r-Jf(5)r*//(7-)], (6.6)

with H(T*) a function of the reduced temperature, for the pressure range
0 =£ P =£ 30 bar. This description is universal in the sense that the zero-tempera-
ture limit (\T)T._,0 and the characteristic temperature 0 absorb all pressure
dependence, so that the function H(T*) depends only on the reduced tempera-
ture. We note that for the parametrization of A7\ instead of (A7")"1, a simple
linear function H(T*) suffices in the reduced temperature range O s T «0.8.
This scaling behaviour has been reported by Dyugaev'), who uses a different
parametrization, to hold even above the Fermi temperature.

Theoretically, a universal description of the thermal conductivity with the
help of a reduced temperature has been obtained by Rice22) for a specific
paramagnon model. Such a description appears in our formalism in straightfor-
ward way because the collision integrals (6.3) depend only on T*: for our
model I, i.e. (5.13) with (5.16), eq. (6.2) implies the universal function

Hl(T*) = (7ri/225a5)T*){[Hlil)(T*))-1 - 1} . (6.7)

Repeating the above calculation for model II, i.e. (5.13) with (5.17), we obtain
for the thermal conductivity

AT=(10T2
rpF/27ir3A2)[l + 225-*'3((S)T*Hu(T')l. (6.8)

The zero-temperature limit has the same value as the one in eq. (6.5) with
cut-off value Qc = 'jpF. The universal function Hn(T') for this model can be
obtained from the right-hand side of eq. (6.7) by substituting for HlS " the
somewhat more complicated combination
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(6.9)

where we have set £ = 3 7"*«.
In fig. 2 we compare the theoretical universal functions //,(7"*) and //,,(T*)

with the experimental one, taken from ref. 14, and find a fair agreement,
model II giving the better result. Since the functions depend only on the
reduced temperature, this comparison can be done, irrespective of the yet to
be determined (Landau) parameters in the models. As a final test of our theory
we have plotted in rig. 3 the experimental value of KT, taken from ref. 13,
together with the theoretical predictions, given by the eqs. (6.1) and (6.2) at
zero pressure and in the temperature range 0 ^ r ^ 3 0 0 m K . The Landau
parameter A has been fitted separately for both models; for the dynamic
screening length we took the ferromagnetic limit A = \ IT A and for the static
screening length the value Qc = 5 pF. From fig. 3 we conclude that notwith-
standing all simplifications, our models reproduce the finite-temperature be-

2.0 r

0 .5

Fig. 2. Ploc of (he universal functions H. defined in eq. (6.6). as a function of the reduced
temperature (short-dashed line for model I, long-dashed for model II. and solid line for the
experimental function).
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250 r

0-0 0.3

Fig. 3. The theoretical predictions for the thermal conductivity of liquid 3He (short-dashed line for
model I, long-dashed for model II) compared with Grevwall's experimental fits, given in ref. 13,
(solid line) as a function of the temperature at zero pressure.

haviour of the thermal conductivity of liquid 3He within reasonable accuracy.
Model II, for which the conductivity values remain within 7% from the
experimental ones in the mentioned temperature range, gives again the better
result.
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GreywaWs experimental data for the thermal conductivity of normal liquid
*He are reanalyzed. The temperature dependence at various pressures seems
consistent with a law of corresponding states in the sense that it can be described
by a universal function of a reduced temperature. It is suggested that the
appreciable dynamical screening of the scattering amplitude for the quasiparti-
cles in 3He is responsible for this behavior. For illustration the thermal conduc-
tivity is calculated at finite temperature for a nlass of screened interaction
models to leading order in the screening parameter. Good agreement is found
with experiment by fitting the single Landau parameter A£.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently the thermal conductivity of normal liquid 3He has been
measured accurately by Grey wall' over a wide range of temperatures (7 mK-
1 K.) and pressures (0-30 bar). The zero-temperature limit, as extrapolated
from the experimental data, shows consistency with the existing theory (cf.
Greywall's Fig. 11). However, the problem of accurately evaluating the
transport properties at finite temperature in terms of a two-body scattering
amplitude is still open; the calculations to linear order in the temperature
done previously by Dy and Pethick2'3 and Emery and Cheng4 are inadequate
to fit the data over the entire temperature range. In the present paper we
discuss the inclusion of the significant higher order corrections for an
effective interaction model which is constructed to mimick the essential
features of the scattering amplitude for quasiparticles in 3He.

As usual, we base our calculation of the thermal conductivity of liquid
3He on the Landau theory of normal Fermi liquids and the quasiparticle
Boltzmann equation.5 This approach was pioneered by Abrikosov and
Khalatnikov,6 who calculated the thermal conductivity in the zero-
temperature limit. For this purpose they developed the so-called phase-space
decomposition (PSD) method, which is a static approximation in the sense
that the energy transfer in quasiparticle collisions is completely ignored.
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To compute the finite-temperature corrections to the transport coefficients,
the energy transfer has to be taken into account. It was found by pethick2

that to obtain the linear order in the temperature the small-momentum-
transfer-limit suffices. However, this dynamic approximation fails to give
the higher order corrections, since, in fact, it only determines the tangent
at zero temperature.

In Section 2 we calculate the thermal conductivity for a normal Fermi
liquid at finite temperature. As a model for the effective interaction between
the quasipartides, we consider a class of transition rates depending on both
the energy and momentum transfer, and involving one static and one
dynamic cutoff. From the calculation it then appears that the thermal
conductivity for such a model obeys a law of corresponding states, that is,
to leading order in these cutoffs the finite-temperature behavior of the
thermal conductivity is controlled by one signal reduced temperature. This
would indicate that the experimental curves as a function of the temperature
at different pressures could be obtained from each other by scaling. Such
scaling behavior has indeed recently been reported by Dyugaev.7

To determine the pressure dependence of the scaling parameters, we
reanalyze GreywalTs experimental thermal conductivity data1 in Section 3.
Using his two algebraic fits, the one for low temperatures and the other for
high temperatures, we will be able to construct one single fitting function
determined by five pressure-independent coefficients. This new fitting func-
tion reproduces the original experimental data with an error of less than
4% in the temperature range 0 < T s 3 0 0 mK. Taking into account that at
least part of this error may be attributed to the fact that Greywall's two fits
do not completely match in the overlap region, we conclude that the
experimental evidence seems to favor a law of corresponding states.

In Section 4 we give two explicit models for the effective interaC'on.
The static part, determining the zero-temperature limit, is parametrized as
a momentum-transfer-dependent Landau parameter, which reduces to an
ordinary Landau parameter for momentum transfer zero. Assuming that
3He may be approximated as an almost ferromagnetic Fermi liquid, we
show that the inherent large dynamic cutoff parameter is responsible for
the universal scaling behaviour of the thermal conductivity. The theoretical
predictions in Section 5 on the basis of these models are in good agreement
with experimental data.

2. CALCULATION OF THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY

From the quasiparticle Boltzmann equation one may derive the follow-
ing well-known variational expression for the thermal conductivity A:

1 3 (*\L\<I>)
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Here L is the linearized collision operator Jris the microscopic heat current,
and iff is a vectorial trial function, which is usually taken equal to i/* = cv,
where e is the energy and v the velocity of the quasiparticles. We note that
in the zero-temperature limit, where exact solutions of the kinetic equation
have been found,8 this trial function underestimates the thermal conductivity
by at most 25%, depending on the effective interaction. In our models such
deviations are absorbed in the parameter that scales the interaction. Then
the finite-temperature behavior is qualitatively correct and can be calculated
almost analytically, due to the simplicity of the trial function. Therefore,
we need not consider more elaborate trial functions to find the characteristic
features of the conductivity at finite temperatures.

In the degenerate limit the momenta of the colliding particles are close
to the Fermi momentum ph and their energies nearly equal to the Fermi
energy eF = |pFj;F= 7>. Underthese circumstances the numerator on the
right-hand side of (1), i.e., the collision bracket, may be written as a threefold
collision integral910:

dQ0Q
4
0nB{2QQ)[l + ne

0

2ir

d<t>(l-cos4>) I |T«? 0 , |Q |» | 2J d\Q\ |

where the last factor is the spin-averaged scattering rate. The energy transfer
2<?o appears in the Bose function

The typical value is therefore Qo~ T« Tf. The other integration variables
are the momentum transfer 2|Q| and the Landau angle <t> between the two
planes containing the momentum transfer and the sum of the moment before
and after a collision of two colliding quasiparticles.

In writing down (2), we have already anticipated that small-energy-
momentum-transfer collisions are dominant. In fact, we make a distinction
between the static limit, in which the energy transfer vanishes, and the
dynamic limit, in which the momentum transfer is negligible. In the latter
case the interaction depends on the ratio s = Q0/fQ|vF> and falls off rapidly
when s exceeds some small cutoff value A~'« I.5

On the other hand, in the static limit the interaction depends only on
the dimensionless variables |Q|//>F and <f>. On general grounds we expect
the transition rate to go to zero for high-mornentum-transfer (\Q\~pf)
collisions. Since for degenerate systems we have s\Q\/pF = 2T/TF« 1, we
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may conclude that s is very small when \Q\/pF ~ I and vice versa. Hence,
at least one out of the two limits applies.

The above suggests that we may regard the transition rate VV = £ | T | 2

as function of TJ =A$ and f = |Q|//>F: W= W((, tj, <t>), with the property
that W rapidly vanishes for TJ> 1 and QC/PF^C^ •• where Qr where Qc

is some cutoff momentum much smaller than pF. The exchange antisymmetry
has been taken into account by a factor of two under the assumption that
the interference terms can be neglected. This turns out to be true for the
explicit models to be discussed below. When we put all this into the collision
integral (2), we obtain for the thermal conductivity (1) to leading order in
A:

Jo

»JJo
J
AT~(2ir)6p}

-, * ) (3)

where we have set u = 2f}Q0, and £ = A 7"/47"F; in terms of the new variables,
( is equal to £u/y. One may note here that Af only depends on the
temperature via the dimensionless parameter f.

Formula (3) resembles a result derived by Pethick.2 We can be more
specific if we define the momentum-transfer cutoff Qc through

where Wo = ( W{( = 0, TJ = 0, <f>)) is the forward scattering rate. The average
has been defined as

i r* r2w

k) (5)

r.r arbitrary functions F(£, 4>). Let us now follow Pethick and evaluate the
thermal conductivity, assuming that the transition rate for quasiparticlc
collisions is well represented by a simple expression of the form

11// f JX Q/ f\ I _ r\ ttf t(\ J. — ^ \ i£L\

Yr \tf9 Tjt (p) — v\ \fcf /*F — 4 / " 0 / \l *f / \ ^ /

Since we have { = (u/1), the restriction to processes in which the momentum
transfer is less than Qe implies ijSsuT*. with T* = (pF/qc)g a reduced
temperature. To linear order in the temperature the calculation of (3) with
(6) can be done analytically and one obtains2'5

1 1
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where £(n) is the Riemann zeta function of order n. The factor in front is
the zero-temperature limit

(AT)0 20TT pi

It is seen to be proportional to the momentum-transfer cutoff Qc, whereas
the linear temperature correction is proportional to the dynamic cutoff A
and independent of <?r; recall that the reduced temperature has been defined
as T*=T/$, fl=4(?,TF/pFA.

The main purpose served by the crude model (6) is to make it apparent
that the linear correction (7), and in fact all higher order corrections, can
be parametrized by one single reduced temperature. Going back to (3), we
immediately see that this is a general property which holds true independent
of the model we consider, provided the dynamic cutoff value is very small
and Qc/PF is pressure independent. This conclusion stands firm irrespective
of the trial function used. In other words, according to the theory, the
thermal conductivity must obey a law of corresponding states. Although
the variational calculation naturally furnishes I/A 7, we find it more con-
venient to write this law as

[ ^ ] (9)
where H{T*) is a universal function if it is plotted versus a suitable
parameter T* = T/6. Note that to obtain this function a low-temperature
expansion of the collision bracket is not sufficient.

Before confronting the scaling prediction with some experimental data
for liquid 3He in the next section, we mention that such a prediction is
already contained in the early work of Rice." The specific paramagnon
model he used is one in which bare fermions are scattered by small-
momentum spin fluctuations. A qualitative comparison with the present
theory is rather difficult, mainly because in the paramagnon model the
renormalization of the fermion effective mass is neglected.

3. EXPERIMENTAL FITTING FUNCTION

For a comparison of theory with experiment, we use Greywall's1

measurements of the thermal conductivity of 3He. The temperature range
of this experiment includes both temperatures low enough (~10mK) to
allow an accurate extrapolation to the zero-temperature limit, and tem-
peratures high enough (—100 mK.) to show clearly the large deviation from
the low-temperature behavior. Moreover, the pressure range 0-30 bar
enables us to test the universality of the ansatz (9). In Greywall's paper the
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experimental data are represented by two fitting functions, one for tem-
peratures below and one for temperatures above 50 mK., as a function of
temperature T and molar volume V. For example, the extrapolated zero-
temperature thermal conductivity is represented as

laOjV' (10)

The first two coefficients, taken from the complete list of 26 fitting coefficients
in Table III of ref. 1, are reproduced in Table I.

The expenmentai fits of the thermal conductivity may be used to
determine the characteristic temperature and the function H figuring in the
representation (9) according to

0 = IbjC ( 1 1 )

H,%p(T/6) = Zcj(T/ey (12)

with coefficients as given in Table I. It turns out that the pressure dependence
of 6 can be taken into account via a linear dependence on pF or, more
conveniently, on the "molar length" L = Vl/3. The condition c0 = 1 fixes the
scale 0, which is otherwise indeterminate. The values obtained in this manner
range from $ = 645 mK at zero pressure to 8 = 280 mK at 30 bar. It is not
possible to determine the absolute value of B solely from the requirement
that His a universal function. This explains the discrepancy both with Rice''
and with Dyugaev,7 who use different scale fixing conditions.

We call attention to the fact that Table I contains only five nontrivial
coefficients, in striking contrast to the 26 coefficients needed to specify the
two original fitting functions. Still, we have lost little accuracy, as can be
seen in Fig. 1, where we have plotted the relative deviation of the original
conductivity data for three different pressures. The discontinuities corre-
spond to the crossover from the low- to the high-temperature fit at 50 mK.
The new fit encompasses both experimental fits with a precision of better
than 4%, the largest deviation occurring at the crossover point. Since at

TABLE I

Fitting Coefficients Tor Equations (10)-(12)'

<"*> =

<V> =

- 4 1 . 8 8
3.675
1

"01 = 1.926
= -10.08
= 1.04

'The units for the thermal conductivity and
molar volume are erg/sec cm K and cm'.
respectively.
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0.04 r

o.s

-0.04

Fig. I. The relative deviation of the smoothed experimental thermal
conductivity data, taken from ref. I, from the values obtained with
Eqs. (9) and (10)-(12), as a function of the reduced temperature T*.
(—) The deviations at zero pressure, (- -) at IS bar, and (- -) 30 bar.

this point also the first temperature derivative is discontinuous, the pronoun-
ced humps in the diagram are probably an artefact of the least-square fitting
of the original experimental data.

In this connection we mention that the range 0=£ T*=s0.5 in the figure
does not correspond to a fixed temperature range, because the characteristic
temperature 6 varies with pressure. At 30 bar the actual temperature range
is 0 s T=£ 140mK, while at zero pressure it is 0=£ 7"ss325 mK. The linear
fit we have used follows the experimental data to within 4% even when the
reduced temperature is extended upward to T* = 0.8. The corresponding
actual temperature is already high in relation to the Fermi temperature
7> = 1.7 K of liquid 3He. Nevertheless, scaling persists even at higher tem-
peratures. This has been shown by Dyugaev,7 who was able to fit all
experimental data up to 2.5 K by a quadratic polynomial with an accuracy
of 10%. At first glance his scaling law does not seem complete because the
coefficients in his polynomial fitting function depend on the pressure,
whereas the coefficients c, in (12) do not. However, by some reshuffling this
is easily remedied.

The tentative conclusion we draw from the above is that experiment
seems to vindicate a law of corresponding states: once the temperature is
scaled by the quantity 0, which only depends on the pressure, the thermal
conductivity versus the reduced temperature superimposes for all pressures.
The next question is whether theory can also predict the precise form of
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the universal function H(T*), and whether 0 and (AT)0 can be related to
the Landau parameters.

4. MODELS

In Section 2 we have argued that for a degenerate Fermi system the
phase space of the quasiparticle collisions consists of overlapping static
and dynamic regions, which correspond to small energy and momentum
transfer, respectively. We shall assume that this justifies the factorization
of the transition rate into a static and a dynamic part, the latter being of
the dynamically screened type. We write

( . »

neglecting dependence on the Landau angle <f>- The prefactor is conventional
and such that A(() has the interpretation of a momentum-dependent Landau
parameter which reduces to a combination of ordinary Landau parameters
in the limit £-»0. In particular, treating 3He as a ferromagnetic liquid, we
can identify A(0) with A% = F£/(l + FJ). In this model the dynamic screen-
ing cutoff A has the value A = 57rA2, with A » l.2i

It is important to emphasize that the neglect of the <f> dependence by
no means implies that we confine ourselves to the s-wave approximation.6

One may understand this by taking note of the fact that the momentum-
transfer variable £ and the Landau angle <f> constitute a paramctrization
different from the canonical one. The latter employs the angle 0 between
the momenta of the incoming particles and the angle <£ enclosed by the
plane spanned by the momenta of the incoming and outgoing particles. The
relationship101213 is such that the crucial dynamical variable {is determined
by both § and 4>. Hence, any approximation involving 6 and <£, such as
the s- and p-wave approximation, tampers with the dynamically sensitive
part of the transition rate. This problem may be avoided by an expansion
of the scattering amplitude with respect to the Landau angle, of which only
the first term has been retained in (13).

In principle the momentum dependence of the scattering rate can be
obtained from a Bethe-Selpeter equation which connects the Landau para-
meters to the scattering amplitude.12'13 However, here we shall adopt a more
heuristic approach. First we note that the simple model (6) amounts to
setting (model I)

A(() = A0(QJpf-() (14)

where A is the Landau parameter A%, and Qr is an adjustable cutoff
parameter. Recent work of Pfitzner and Wolfle13 suggests that the scattering
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amplitude for 'He behaves more smoothly. In Tact, their calculations indicate
that \An{()| decreases more or less linearly with (. This leads us to try as
an alternative to (14) the parametrization (model II)

Ai() = il-OA 05)

The corresponding value of the cutoff momentum [cf. Eq. (4)J is Qc = JPF-
For easy comparison we shall use this same value in model I. This implies
that both models are now controlled by the single Landau parameter A = A%.

5. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

From the basic equation (3) we infer that the thermal conductivity in
the zero-temperature limit is given by

^ ^((lj)WU0,<t>)} (16)7 ^ ^ ^((lco
(A/ Jo 2Uir pF

where the brackets indicate the average (5). Substituting (13), we easily find
that for both models (14) and (IS) the zero-temperature limit comes out as

We equate this result with the experimental fit (10). This immediately yields
a set of values for the parameter F-\A\/(l + \A\). In Table II these values
are compared with the experimental values for the Landau parameter F°

TABLE II
The Undau Paramater F = |A|/(1 +\A\) That
Results when Eq. (17) Is Equated with Eq.
(10), for Several Values of the Pressure, and
Compared with the Experimental Values or
the Landau parameter FJ Taken from Ref. 14

P. bar

0
3
6
9

12
15
18
21
24
27
30

F

-0.704
-0.714
-0.721
-0.726
-0.731
-0.734
-0.738
-0.741
-0.744
-0.747
-0.750

Fl

-0.700
-0.725
-0.736
-0.745
-0.750
-0.755
-0.759
-0.759
-0.760
-0.759
-0.758
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Fig. 2. The ratio 2\/ira, found by equaling (17) with
(10). and (19) with (11), as a function of the pressure
in bars. Theory predicts thai (Sis ratio it equal to 1 in
the ferromagnetic limit.

j .0
10

taken from rcf. 14. The good agreement seems to support the ansatz or an
almost ferromagnetic interaction.

We now turn to the first temperature correction, which in Eq. (7) was
expressed in terms of the reduced temperature T* = T/6. By expanding (3)
to linear order in T, we obtain the theoretical value

o V Jo

x[2ir<(l-cos , 0. * ) > ] ' ^r (18)

Calculating (18), we find for both models the same characteristic tem-
perature

(19)

~ o.e
O-
X

i
x

0.6

I 0.?

0.0

-0.2

JL-S

Fig. 3. "iTie relative deviation of the theoretical universal function H
from the experimental one, given by Eq. (12), as a function of the

reduced temperature T*. (--) Model I, (—) model I!.
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0.5

cc

s
0-0 '•«.. I 0.3

-0.5

Fig. 4. The relative deviation of (he theoretical predictions for (he
thermal conductivity on the basis of four models from Greywall's
experimental fits," as a function of the temperature at zero pressure.
(--) Model 1, (—) model II.

which permits a direa comparison with the experimental data through (11).
In Fig. 2 we have plotted A, divided by the Landau parameter A as it
follows from the zero-temperature limit times \ir, versus the pressure. The
fair agreement with the predicted value of 1 is again evidence for the almost
ferromagnetic nature of the interaction.

As far as the zero-temperature limit and the first temperature correction
are concerned, both models (14) and (IS) give identical results because the
static cutoff has been fixed in that way. However, the higher-order tem-
perature behavior is sensitive to the specific form of the momentum depen-
dence. Therefore, we have calculated the function H( T*) for both models

o

UJ
a

0.0
0.05 0.10 0.IS

-o.s L

Fig. 5. Same as in Fig. 4, but at a pressure of 30 bar.
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and plotted the deviation from the experimental fit (12) in Fig. 3, which
shows that the second model gives the better result. As a more direct test,
we have also compared the prediction for the thermal conductivity with
Greywall's experimental fits in Figs. 4 and 5. Given the simplicity of both
models, the agreement with experiment is remarkable.
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1. Introduction

At sufficiently high energies, typically of order = 200 MeV, nuclear matter undergoes a
phase transition to a new state of matter: the quark-gluon plasma. This transition energy is still
low enough to make a deconfined quark-gluon plasma an exotic, but certainly not impossible
state. Its existence is assumed in cosmological models ( big bang ), in astrophysics
(supernovae and possibly neutron stars ) and in nuclear and high-energy physics (heavy ion
collisions) [ 1 ]. Especially the last application is interesting for direct tests of the theory,
because it is believed that quark-gluon plasmas can be produced with existing accelerators.

The study of the equilibrium properties of finite-temperature quantum chromodynamics
(QCD) above the deconfining phase transition [ 2 ] as well as the transport properties [ 3 ] are

based on a perturbation expansion with respect to the strong coupling constant <xs. This

requires that the average energy of the particles in the plasma should be much higher than the
transition energy, so that the validity of an extrapolation of the results to energies near the
phase transition is doubtful. To improve on this, one has considered the application of the
Landau theory of normal Fermi liquids, generalized to be valid at finite temperatures [4 ]. In
this framework a closed quasiparticle transport equation has been derived, under the
assumption that the dissipative effects are dominated by soft quark-quark collisions [ 5 ].

In this paper we study the transport coefficients of a QCD-plasma with the help of the
generalised Landau theory. The long-time relaxation to equilibrium is determined by colourless
quasiparticles, which, near equilibrium, decouple from the other fields in the plasma. The
thermal conductivity and viscosity in this regime are found from the kinetic equation with the
help of a standard variational calculation. To evaluate the collision brackets we use techniques,
developed in earlier work (ref [ £ , 7 , 8 ] , referred to in the text as I, II, III). In our model the
transport coefficients are dominated by hard collisions between white quasi-quarks. They differ
qualitatively from non-Landau, mean free path calculations [ 3 ], since the effective
quasi-particle interaction is much weaker than the interaction between real quarks. Still we find
near the phase transition a value for the viscosity only a factor of five larger than the estimate in
[ 3 ]. The consequences for the hydrodynamic description of heavy ion collisions are briefly
discussed.

2. coloured and colourless processes

In this paper we consider the non-equilibrium properties of finite-temperature quantum
chromodynamics (QCD) above the deconfining phase transition. This is an example of a
multi-component plasma, consisting of quarks, which are fermions with colour index i
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(i=l,2,3) and flavour index k (k=l,...,nf) , and gluons, the gauge bosons , having a

colour index a (a=l,...,8). Since the QCD interaction acts on the colour index and generally

changes it, the non-equilibrium quark distribution function for flavour k is a matrix in colour

space. It may be decomposed as [ 5 ]

(1)

in terms of the "white" or "colourless" singlet distribution function fk and the colour octet fk
a,

with tay the SU(3) colour generators. The singlet function is responsible for the usual

non-equilibrium effects, such as thermal conductivity and viscosity, while the fk
a 'S relax to

their zero equilibrium value through the generation of colour currents,giving rise to new
transport coefficients. For the gluons this analysis can be repeated, introducing a distribution
function matrix for the stable plasmon modes. The gluons interact more strongly than the
quarks on account of their larger colour charge, which makes their mean free path about a
factor three shorter than that of the quarks [ 9 ]. As a consequence of the four-point
self-interaction of the gluons, the colourless gluon distribution function interacts approximately
as strongly as the coloured ones. This indicates that the gluons reach equilibrium before the
quarks. Therefore in the calculation of the thermal conductivity of ihe quark-gluon plasma we
assume that the thermal gluons are in equilibrium.

We consider the QCD plasma for temperatures much higher than the deconfinement

temperature Tc=200 MeV, making QCD a weakly coupled theory, and for temperatures much

smaller than the Grand Unification scale = 1 0 ^ MeV,so that electro-magnetism and weak

interaction are still negligible. The strong coupling constant a s .characterizing the QCD

interaction, is a function of the temperature due to the renormalization group equation. In the
high-temperature limit it vanishes logarithmically with the temperature and can be used as a
small expansion parameter. For this case Heinz [ 10] has derived a set of coupled Vlasov
equations that govern the quark distribution functions. Linearizing around equilibrium.
Leermakers and van Weert [ 5 ] found that these equations decouple, while moreover the
colour Vlasov term for the singlet equation vanishes. To the colourless singlet distribution
function we assign a quasi-particle, referred to as the white quark. Near equilibrium the white
quarks, decoupled from the other fields, obey the linearized transport equation

(2n)3

(2)
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The functions § give the deviation from equilibrium according to

f(p,x)=n(p,x)+n(l-n)((i(p,x), with f the colourless singlet distribution function and n the

Fenni-Dirac equilibrium function. The weightfactor 12nf takes care of the internal degrees of

freedom, on account of four Dirac-spin directions.three colour and nf flavour values. Due to

the decoupling, white quarks can only collide and can not annihilate each other. This means
that we can not make a distinction between white quarks and anti-quarks and that their total
number is conserved. The large number of internal degrees of freedom allows us to treat the

collisions as between distinguishable particles and disregard exchange effects.
According to the theory of Wyld and Pines [11], derived for electro-magnetic interaction,

the transition rate in the collision term may be found from the Vlasov equation by substitution
for the Vlasov field its local equilibrium value in terms of the charged-particle densities.
Extending this to QCD we see that the coloured Vlasov fields in local equilibrium, which may
be regarded as virtual gluon densities, are coupled only to the coulored quark distribution
functions and therefore vanish near global equilibrium. Parallel to the decoupling of the Vlasov
term, we thus find that also the collision term for the singlet quark distribution function

vanishes in lowest order, i.e. in order a s . This means that on the timescale of the coloured

processes the local colourless deviations from equilibrium are essentially constant, or
conversely that on the timescale of the colourless processes all coloured quark and gluon fields
are in thermal equilibrium.

3. The effective white quark interaction

We shall now restrict our attention to the colourless processes, describing the last stages of
the relaxation of the QCD plasma towards equilibrium. Since only the white quark distribution
function generates entropy, we can find the transport coefficients of the plasma from the
moments of the linear collision operator appearing in the righthandside of eq. (2). To calculate
these collision brackets we use the energy-momentum-reduction method, developed in an
earlier paper [ 6 ]. We assume that the temperature in the plasma is much higher than the bare
quark masses for all flavours. Calculating the effective mass for the quasi-particle in lowest

order [12] we find values proportional to otg p0 , with p 0 the energy of the quat^. Therefore,

in the high temperature limit also the white quasi-quarks are effectively massless.

The effective interaction between the quasi-particles which determines the transition

amplitude T(p,k-»p',k') in eq.(2) can be extracted by expanding the Vlasov equations to higher
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order in the deviation from equilibrium. However since we are considering a Landau
theory, we have a more elegant way. Following Leermakers and van Weert [ 5 ], we assume
that the forward scattering limit of the transition amplitude can be found from the second
functional derivative of the plasmon pressure with respect to the distribution functions, curing
at the same tiiae all infra-red divergences. Analyzing their result for quark-quark collisions in
the case of ultra-relativistic quarks, we find that, neglecting angular corrections and ignoring
the difference between the longitudinal and transverse screening length, we may approximate
this amplitude within 10% accuracy as

T(Q=0|P,K) = -(32B/ KL) <XS
2 T . (3)

The amplitude T is parametrized by transformed momenta:Q= (p-p')/2 =(k'-k)/2, P= (p+p')/2,

K= (k+k')/2. Furthermore the limit Q=0 must be taken in a prescribed order: first the energy

transfer Qo is taken zero and subsequently the momentum transfer Q. The inverse screening

length appearing in eq (3) is given by Kj^ = (1+ nj/6) An <XS T
2 in the high temperature

limit, with nf the number of flavours of quarks with mass small compared with the

temperature. This screening length has approximately the same magnitude as the plasma

frequency and the transverse gluon mass. In eq (3) we see that the transition amplitude is

proportional to a s ^ , which makes (he transition rate for the effective white quark-quark

interaction proportional to as^. This is, as announced in the last section, weaker than the

coloured interactions of order a s
2 .

The interaction amplitude for soft white quark collisions, i.e. collisions with small
energy-momentum transfer, is usually found in Landau theory by laddering the forward
scattering amplitude. This is described by an integral equation of the Bethe-Salpeter form and
leads to a dynamically screened interaction. However for the quark-quark interactions at high
temperatures the coupling constant is a small parameter, which makes the dynamic cut-off
parameter, and thereby the whole dynamic screening, negligible. This means that the
righthandside of eq (3) gives the scattering amplitude for all soft collisions.

For collisions with finite energy-momentum transfer we assume that the transition
amplitude factorizes as

T(Q|P,K) = T(0|P,K)A(Q). (4)

Since a closer analysis reveals that the forward scattering amplitude (3) can be found by
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fig. 1. Feynman diagram for two-gluon exchange scattering

considering two-gluon-exchange scattering diagrams in which the discrete labels of the external

lines are pairwise equal, a suitable ansatz to find A(Q) seems to postulate that this equivalence

also exists for finite momentum transfer collisions.We simplify the calculation of the

two-gluon-exchange scattering diagrams (see fig. 1) by neglecting the spin content of the white

quarks and assuming Q to be small compared to P and K, so that the internal thermal quark

propagators do not depend on the energy-momentum transfer. With this ansatz we have for the

longitudinal part

A ( Q ) - n 2 K L /d3q [ ( Q - q ) 2 + K ^ ] " 1 [ ( Q + q)2 + x ^ j - 1 . (5)

This integration can easily be performed, giving for the static interaction function

A(Q) = arctan(|Q|/KL)/(|Q|/icL), (6)

independent of the energy- transfer. The transverse part yields a similar integral, resulting in a

static interaction function with the same form as eq. (6). From eqs (3) and (6) we observe, that

for values of | Q | » K^ the effective white quark interaction is not only weaker (<= a^),

but also behaves proportional to |Q|"2, in contrast with the result of a naive Born expansion,

giving a proportionality to a s
2 and IQI"4 resp. This makes hard white-quark collisions in

the effective interaction more important than in the infra-red divergent bare interaction. In the

calculations of the transport coefficients hereafter we shall assume the validity of the

approximation (6) for all collisions.
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4. Transportcoefffcients
With the effective interaction for white quasi-quarks at our disposal, we are now in the

position to calculate the collision brackets. To this end we use in the energy-momentum-

reduction method [ 6 ] the standard trialfunction \j/(p) = pop, in order to calculate the thermal

conductivity. The trial function difference (Apop)2 ,needed in the expression for the collision

bracket (II.2.4) is given in terms of the integration variables by equation (II.3.2). Due to the

simple form of the quark-quark interaction, the integrations over the angle and the ratio x =

QQ/IQI can trivially be performed. The lower limits in the integration for the energies Po and Ko

are in case of massless quasiparticles given by P0,K0 > |Q| (compare eq.(III.4.11)). For

simplicity's sake we let the quarks obey Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics with zero chemical
potential in stead of Fermi-Dirac statistics. This approximation is known to introduce errors of
order 10 % and allows us also to integrate easily over the energy variables, giving for the white
quark bracket

<p o p |L |p o p> w q . = 21 2(I2n f)
2a s

4T5 /(15jt3 K L
2 )

Jo~ d|Q| |Q|3 (8T + |Q|) A2(|Q|) e ' W l (7)

If we insert in this fonr-ula the form (6) for the static interaction, we obtain in lowest order in

the coupling constant

< PoPlL IPoP>w.q.= 3 28 (12nf)2 « s

The infrared cut-off K^, which appears logarithmically in the collision bracket,when the

effective interaction is calculated in the lowest-order Born approximation, is absent in eq (8).
This indicates that in the transport processes in the QCD-plastua the soft white quark collisions
play a negligible r6le. From the collision bracket (8) we can find the thermal conductivity in a
similar way as we did in II section 4, resulting in

X,= 5T 2 / 16 ic 3 a s
4 . (9)

The other transport coefficients of a quark-gluon plasma can be found in a similar way.

The volume viscosity is very small, £»0, because we assumed that the effective mass of the

white quarks is negligible. To calculate the shear viscosity we consider the collision bracket

with *P(p) = pp as a trialfunction and find with the help of the effective interaction (4)
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< pp| L | pp > w q. = 2 1 2 (12nf)
2 cts

4 T5
 /(3TC3 K L

2 )

J 0 ~ d | Q | | Q | 3 (3T + 2|Q|)A2(|Q|)e-2PlQI. (10)

Using again eq. (6) as a model for the static part of the interaction, we obtain for the shear
viscosity

(11)

Thus, we see that all white quark transport coefficients are independent of the infrared

screening length of the interaction and proportional to o s .

5. Hydrodynamic conditions

For a meaningful application of the white quark transport coefficient in a model we have to
investigate tlte validity of the hydrodynamic equations. This requires that the mean free path of
the white quarks should be much smaller than the characteristic length scale for spatial
gradients and that the collision time should be much smaller than the characteristic expansion
time scale. For the specific case of heavy ion collisions, the mean free path of the quarks is
estimated to be considerably smaller (a factor 50-100) than the diameter of the nucleus [ 1 ].
The lifetime of such a plasma however is estimated to be only a factor 5-10 larger than the
average collision time.

Since the effective interaction, and thus also the free path, depends on the transferred
momentum Q, we need to prescribe a weightfunction in order to find the mean free path. In the
case of heat conductivity and viscosity, proportional to the energy and momentum transfer
resp., hard collisions have a greater weight than soft ones. A natural definition for the mean

free path I is then given by

>> (12)

where the operator Q ,not to be confused with momentum transfer Q, projects onto the space
orthogonal to the hydrodynamic modes [ 13 ]. The weightfunction for the collisions is

determined in eq. (12) by the choice of y, for which we take the Malfunction we already used

to calculate the transport coefficients. For this choice the often used estimate for the thermal
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conductivity X/n = cv I T is an identity. Using eq.(12) together with the effective

interaction (4) and (6), we find for the mean free path

with c^=5 and 0^=9 for thermal conductivity and viscosity, respectively. Comparing this with

rough estimates for bare quarks, 1 = 1 / (nf oc^ T), we note two counteracting effects. The

effective white quark interaction does not cut off the hard collisions, which gives a shorter
mean free path as can be seen from the small forefactor in eq. (13). On the other hand the

effective interaction itself is weaker ( « as*), which makes the mean free path a factor as~^

larger.

To investigate the net effect we consider a heavy ion collision, using the inside-outside
cascade description of hadronic collisions [ 13 ]. In this picture at sufficienly high energies the
hadrons pass through one another, leaving in their wake a region with small net baryon number
but substantial energy density: the high-temperature quark-gluon plasma. Estimating the strong

coupling constant near the phase transition as ocs= l/4jt (g^l), we find that the white quark

mean free path is about a factor of two smaller than the bare quark estimate. However
comparing with more refined calculations of the quark mean free path, which take also
quark-gluon scattering into account [ 3 ], we note, that the result of eq. (13) is a factor of five
larger. Accepting this last comparison as more realistic, we see that the collision time of the
white quarks becomes comparable to the lifetime of the plasma. Therefore the white quark
plasma is more likely than the bare quarks to be still outside equilibrium by the time that the
rapidly expanding and cooling plasma undergoes a phasetransition. In that case colourless
fluctuations are frozen out and may serve as condensation kernels for mesons and hadrons.

6. Discussion

Central for our analysis of the non-equilibrium properties of a QCD-plasma was the notion
that, because of the interaction, a coloured quark is not a stable particle, having its own
distribution function. Instead, with all two-quark correlation functions taken into account, the
relevant distributionfunctions came out as a colourless singlet and an octet, labeled with the
colours of (he ajoint representation of SU(3), i.e. the gluon colours. This lead in a natural way
to the postulation of white quasi-quarks, which determine, together with the thermal plasmons,
the equilibrium properties of the QCD-plasma, and therefore also its properties very near
equilibrium. Special for QCD, as compared to QED, is the fact that near equilibrium the white
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quarks have no interaction in lowest order. This makes them the last particles to reach
equilibrium, which thus determine the long time behaviour of the transport coefficients as the
thermal conductivity and viscosity.

The expression for the thermal conductivity (9), obtained this way, is at variance with
results in earlier works on this subject [ 3 ]. The procedure in these papers is based on the
mean free path considerations for real quarks and lead to transport coefficients proportional to

ctg-'2 log( otg'^.Such an analysis presupposes the existence of quark distribution functions,

labelled with the quark colour. This restricts its application to the first stages in the relaxation
towards equilibrium, in which the coloured processes dominated. However, that regime is
characterized by strong Vlasov fields [10], which make a straightforward use of kinetic theory
disputable.
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SAMENVATTING

De inhoud van dit proefschrift,waarin de transportverschijnselen van specifieke gassen, plasma's
en vloeistoffen worden behandeld, valt uiteen in twee verschillende stukken. In het eerste gedeelte
(hoofdstuk n - IV) wordt de relativistische kinetische theorie, geheel in de stijl van de Amsterdamse
School, toegepast op een bijzonder systeem: een gas bestaande uit massieve neutrino's. In het
tweede gedeelte (hoofdstuk V - IX) wordt onderzocht hoe kinetische theorie kan worden gebruikt
voor quantummechanische systemen en worden de transport coëfficiënten van enige interessante
fysische exponenten daarvan doorgerekend.

De neutrino's, waarover het eerste deel gaat, zijn elementaire deeltjes die uiterst zwak met hun
omgeving interageren. (Als voorbeeld hiervoor kan worden vermeld dat detectoren voor cosmische
neutrino's met de gevoelige zijde naar de aarde gericht staan, omdat de neutrino's toch moeiteloos
door de aarde heen vallen). Neutrino's zijn ook erg licht; vroeger werd algemeen aangenomen dat
de neutrino's massaloze deeltjes zijn. De laatste tijd zijn er experimentele aanwijzingen gekomen,
dat neutrino's een kleine, maar door de zwakke interactie moeilijk meetbare massa kunnen hebben.
In het eerste deel beschouwen wij een mogelijke test voor de massiviteit van neutrino's op grond
van statistische eigenschappen. Als neutrino's massa hebben, dan ís een expanderend neutrino gas
onderworpen aan een wrijving, beschreven door de volume viscositeit, terwijl deze viscositeit nul
is voor een massaloos gas. In het eerste deel wordt de volume viscositeit berekend voor een
massief neutrino gas,zowel klassiek als gedegenereerd.

In het tweede deel wordt onderzocht hoe kinetische theorie kan worden toegepast of sterk
verdichte systemen, waarin het quantum karakter van de deeltjes overheersend is. Voorbeelde van
dit soort systemen in de natuur zijn: vloeibaar helium, de kernen van zware elementen, electronen in
een metaal en ook het inwendige van sterren. In gedegenereerde systemen is de interactie tussen de
fermionische deeltjes in het algemeen zo sterk, dat gewone kinetische theorie niet meer toegepast
kan worden. Voor dit soort systemen is de Laundau Fermi-vloeistof theorie ontwikkeld, waarin de
sterk interagerende deeltjes worden vervangen door veel zwakker gekoppelde quasi-deeltjes. Voor
deze theorie ontwikkelen wij ook een methode om de transport coëfficiënten te berekenen.
Toegepast op vloeibaar ^He bleken de resultaten voor de wanntegeleiding verrassend goed met de
experimentele gegevens overeen te komen, beter dan van de Landau theorie verwacht werd.
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